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Release Notes
This section contains release notes for published versions of . Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta®

Topics:
Changes to System Behavior

Changes to the Object Model
Changes to the Language
Changes to the APIs
Changes to the Command Line Interface
Changes to the Admin Settings Page
Changes to the User-Defined Functions
Improvements to the Type System

Release Notes 5.1
Release Notes 5.0
Release Notes 4.2
Release Notes 4.1
Release Notes 4.0
Release Notes 3.2

Release Notes 5.1
Contents:

What's New
Changes to System Behavior
Key Bug Fixes
New Known Issues

Welcome to Release 5.1 of ! This release includes a significant expansion in Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta®
database support and connectivity with more running environment versions, such as Azure Databricks. High
availability is now available on the  node itself.Trifacta platform

Within the Transformer page, you should see a number of enhancements, including improved toolbars and
column menus. Samples can be named. 

Regarding operationalization of the platform, datasets with parameters can now accept  forTrifacta patterns
parameter specification, which simplifies the process of creating complex matching patterns. Additionally, you can
swap out a static imported dataset for a dataset with parameters, which enables development on a simpler
dataset before expanding to a more complex set of sources. Variable overrides can now be applied to scheduled
job executions, and you can specify multiple variable overrides in Flow View. 

The underlying language has been improved with a number of transformations and functions, including a set of
transformations designed around preparing data for machine processing. Details are below.

What's New

Install:

Support for PostgreSQL 9.6 for .Trifacta databases

Tip: For a general overview of the product and its capabilities, see .Product Overview

NOTE: PostgreSQL 9.3 is no longer supported. PostgreSQL 9.3 is scheduled for end of life (EOL)
in September 2018. For more information on upgrading, see .Upgrade the Databases
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Partial support for MySQL 5.7 for hosting the .Trifacta databases

Support for high availability on the . See .Trifacta node Configure for High Availability

Support for CDH 5.15.

Support for Spark 2.3.0 on the Hadoop cluster. See .System Requirements
Support for integration with EMR 5.13, EMR 5.14, and EMR 5.15. See .Configure for EMR

Support for integration with Azure Databricks. See .Configure for Azure Databricks
Support for WebAssembly, Google Chrome's standards-compliant native client. 

The  defaults to using Spark 2.3.0 for Hadoop job execution. See .Trifacta® platform Configure for Spark

Connectivity:

Enhanced import process for Excel files, including support for import from backend file systems. See 
.Import Excel Data

Support for DB2 connections. See .Connection Types
Support for HiveServer2 Interactive (Hive 2.x) on HDP 2.6. See .Configure for Hive
Support for Kerberos-delegated relational connections. See .Enable SSO for Relational Connections

Performance caching for JDBC ingestion. See .Configure JDBC Ingestion
Enable access to multiple WASB datastores. See .Enable WASB Access

Import:

Support for use of  in creating datasets with parameters. See Trifacta patterns
.Create Dataset with Parameters

Swap a static imported dataset with a dataset with parameters in Flow View. See .Flow View Page

Flow View:

NOTE: MySQL 5.7 is not supported for installation on Amazon RDS. See .System Requirements

NOTE: High availability on the platform is in Beta release.

NOTE: Support for CDH 5.12 has been deprecated. See .End of Life and Deprecated Features

NOTE: EMR 5.13 - 5.15 require Spark 2.3.0. See .Configure for Spark

NOTE: This feature is in Beta release.

NOTE: In a future release, use of PNaCl native client is likely to be deprecated.

Use of WebAssembly requires Google Chrome 68+. No additional installation is required. In this
release, this feature must be enabled. For more information, see .Miscellaneous Configuration

NOTE: In this release, only SQL Server connections can use SSO. See 
.Create SQL Server Connections
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Specify overrides for multiple variables through Flow View. See .Flow View Page
Variable overrides can also be applied to scheduled job executions. See .Add Schedule Dialog

Transformer Page:

Join tool is now integrated into the context panel in the Transformer page. See .Join Panel
Improved join inference key model. See .Join Panel

Patterns are available for review and selection, prompting suggestions, in the context panel. See 
.Pattern Details Panel

Updated toolbar. See .Transformer Toolbar
Enhanced options in the column menu. See .Column Menus
Support for a broader range of characters in column names. See .Rename Columns

Sampling:

Samples can be named. See .Samples Panel
Variable overrides can now be applied to samples taken from your datasets with parameters. See 

.Samples Panel

Jobs:

Filter list of jobs by date. See .Jobs Page

Language:

Rename columns using values across multiple rows. See . Rename Columns

Transformation
Name

Description

Bin column Place numeric values into bins of equal or custom size for the range of values.

Scale column Scale a column's values to a fixed range or to zero mean, unit variance distributions.

One-hot encoding Encode values from one column into separate columns containing  or , depending on the absence or presence of0 1
the value in the corresponding row.

Group By Generate new columns or replacement tables from aggregate functions applied to grouped values from one or more
columns.

Publishing:

Export dependencies of a job as a flow. See . Flow View Page
Add quotes as CSV file publishing options. See .Run Job Page
Specify CSV field delimiters for publishing. See .Miscellaneous Configuration
Support for publishing Datetime values to Redshift as timestamps. See .Redshift Data Type Conversions

Execution:

UDFs are now supported for execution on HDInsight clusters. See .Java UDFs

Admin:

Enable deletion of jobs. See .Miscellaneous Configuration
Upload an updated license file through the application. See .Admin Settings Page

Changes to System Behavior

Diagnostic Server removed from product

The Diagnostic Server and its application page have been removed from the product. This feature has been
superseded by Tricheck, which is available to administrators through the application. For more information, see 

.Admin Settings Page
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Wrangle now supports nested expressions

The  now supports nested expressions within expressions. For more information, see Wrangle
.Changes to the Language

Language changes

The  function without parameters now generates true random numbers. RAND
When the source information is not available, the  function can still be used. It returnsSOURCEROWNUMBER
null values in all cases.
New functions.
See .Changes to the Language
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Key Bug Fixes

Ticket Description

TD-36332 Data grid can display wrong results if a sample is collected and dataset is unioned.

TD-36192 Canceling a step in recipe panel can result in column menus disappearing in the data grid.

TD-36011 User can import modified exports or exports from a different version, which do not work.

TD-35916 Cannot logout via SSO

TD-35899 A deployment user can see all deployments in the instance.

TD-35780 Upgrade: Duplicate metadata in separate publications causes DB migration failure.

TD-35746 /v4/importedDatasets GET method is failing.

TD-35644 Extractpatterns with "HTTP Query strings" option doesn't work

TD-35504 Cancel job throws 405 status code error. Clicking Yes repeatedly pops up Cancel Job dialog.

TD-35481 After upgrade, recipe is malformed at splitrows step.

TD-35177 Login screen pops up repeatedly when access permission is denied for a connection.

TD-34822 Case-sensitive variations in date range values are not matched when creating a dataset with parameters.

TD-33428 Job execution on recipe with high limit in split transformation due to Java Null Pointer Error during profiling.

TD-31327 Unable to save dataset sourced from multi-line custom SQL on dataset with parameters.

TD-31252 Assigning a target schema through the Column Browser does not refresh the page.

TD-31165 Job results are incorrect when a sample is collected and then the last transform step is undone.

TD-30979 Transformation job on wide dataset fails on Spark 2.2 and earlier due to exceeding Java JVM limit. For details, see  
.https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-18016

TD-30857 Matching file path patterns in a large directory can be very slow, especially if using multiple patterns in a single dataset with
parameters.

TD-30854 When creating a new dataset from the Export Results window from a CSV dataset with Snappy compression, the resulting
dataset is empty when loaded in the Transformer page.

TD-30820 Some string comparison functions process leading spaces differently when executed on the Photon or the Spark running
environment.

TD-30717 No validation is performed for Redshift or SQL DW connections or permissions prior to job execution. Jobs are queued and then
fail.

TD-27860 When the platform is restarted or an HA failover state is reached, any running jobs are stuck forever In Progress.

NOTE: Date range parameters are now case-insensitive.

NOTE:  Avoid creating datasets that are wider than 2500 columns. Performance can degrade significantly on very
wide datasets.

NOTE: To increase matching speed, avoid wildcards in top-level directories and be as specific as possible with your
wildcards and patterns.

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-18016
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New Known Issues

Ticket Component Description

TD-35714 Installer/Upgrader/Utilities After installing on Ubuntu 16.04 (Xenial), platform may fail to start with "ImportError: No module
named pkg_resources" error.

TD-35644 Compilation/Execution Extractpatterns for "HTTP Query strings" option doesn't work.

TD-35562 Compilation/Execution When executing Spark 2.3.0 jobs on S3-based datasets, jobs may fail due to a known
incompatibility between HTTPClient:4.5.x and aws-java-jdk:1.10.xx. For details, see 

.https://github.com/apache/incubator-druid/issues/4456

For additional details on Spark versions, see .Configure for Spark

TD-35504 Compilation/Execution Clicking Cancel Job button generates a 405 status code error. Click Yes button fails to close the
dialog.

TD-35486 Compilation/Execution Spark jobs fail on LCM function that uses negative numbers as inputs.

TD-35483 Compilation/Execution Differences in how WEEKNUM function is calculated in Photon and Spark running environments,
due to the underlying frameworks on which the environments are created.

Photon week 1 of the year: The week that contains January 1.
Spark week 1 of the year: The week that contains at least four days in the specified year.

For more information, see .WEEKNUM Function

TD-35478 Compilation/Execution The Spark running environment does not support use of multi-character delimiters for CSV outputs. 
For more information on this issue, see https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-24540.

TD-34840 Transformer Page Platform fails to provide suggestions for transformations when selecting keys from an object with
many of them.

TD-34119 Compilation/Execution WASB job fails when publishing two successive appends.

TD-30855  Publish Creating dataset from Parquet-only output results in "Dataset creation failed" error.

Workaround: Verify installation of  package. Install ifpython-setuptools
missing.

Workaround: Use Spark 2.1.0 instead. In Admin Settings page, configure the  spark.
 property to . For more information, see .version 2.1.0 Admin Settings Page

Workaround: After you have clicked the Yes button once, you can click the No button.
The job is removed from the page.

Workaround: If you wrap the negative number input in the ABS function, the LCM
function may be computed. You may have to manually check if a negative value for the
LCM output is applicable.

Workaround: You can switch your job to a different running environment or use
single-character delimiters.

NOTE: If you generate results in Parquet format only, you cannot create a dataset from it,
even if the Create button is present.

https://github.com/apache/incubator-druid/issues/4456
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-24540
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TD-30828 Publish You cannot publish ad-hoc results for a job when another publishing job is in progress for the same
job.

TD-27933 Connectivity For multi-file imports lacking a newline in the final record of a file, this final record may be merged
with the first one in the next file and then dropped in the Photon running environment.

Release Notes 5.0
Contents:

Release 5.0.1
What's New
Changes to System Behavior
Key Bug Fixes
Security Fixes
New Known Issues
New Known External Issues

Release 5.0
What's New
Changes to System Behavior
Key Bug Fixes
New Known Issues

Release 5.0.1

This release includes a number of key bug fixes and updates. 

What's New

Promote users to  role. See .Trifacta Administrator Create Admin Account

Changes to System Behavior

None.

Workaround: Please wait until the previous job has been published before retrying to
publish the failing job.

Workaround: Verify that you have inserted a new line at the end of every file-based
source.
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Key Bug Fixes

Ticket Description

TD-31581 Editing joins in reconvergent flows fails with an error message.

TD-31509 Undo not persisted back to server after sample has been collected and loaded.

TD-31399 Join "select-all" performance is slower and can cause browser to hang.

TD-31327 Unable to save dataset sourced from multi-line custom SQL on dataset with parameters.

TD-31305 Copying a flow invalidates the samples in the new copy. Copying or moving a node within a flow invalidates the node's samples.

TD-31165 Job results are incorrect when a sample is collected and then the last transform step is undone.

Security Fixes

The following security-related fixes were completed in this release.

Ticket Description

TD-33512 In Apache Log4j 2.x before 2.8.2, when using the TCP socket server or UDP socket server to receive serialized log events from
another application, a specially crafted binary payload can be sent that, when deserialized, can execute arbitrary code.

See CVE-2017-5645.

TD-32712 Upgrade Apache portable runtime to latest version to address security vulnerability.

TD-32711 Upgrade Python version to address security vulnerability.

TD-32696 Multiple integer overflows in libgfortran might allow remote attackers to execute arbitrary code or cause a denial of service
(Fortran application crash) via vectors related to array allocation.

See .CVE-2014-5044

TD-32629 Hawk before 3.1.3 and 4.x before 4.1.1 allow remote attackers to cause a denial of service (CPU consumption or partial outage)
via a long (1) header or (2) URI that is matched against an improper regular expression. Upgrade version of less to address this
security vulnerability.

See .CVE-2016-2515

TD-32623 Spring Security (Spring Security 4.1.x before 4.1.5, 4.2.x before 4.2.4, and 5.0.x before 5.0.1; and Spring Framework 4.3.x
before 4.3.14 and 5.0.x before 5.0.3) does not consider URL path parameters when processing security constraints. By adding
a URL path parameter with special encodings, an attacker may be able to bypass a security constraint. The root cause of this
issue is a lack of clarity regarding the handling of path parameters in the Servlet Specification. Some Servlet containers include
path parameters in the value returned for getPathInfo() and some do not. Spring Security uses the value returned by
getPathInfo() as part of the process of mapping requests to security constraints. In this particular attack, different character
encodings used in path parameters allows secured Spring MVC static resource URLs to be bypassed.

See .CVE-2018-1199

TD-32622 Apache POI in versions prior to release 3.15 allows remote attackers to cause a denial of service (CPU consumption) via a
specially crafted OOXML file, aka an XML Entity Expansion (XEE) attack.

See .CVE-2017-5644

TD-32621 math.js before 3.17.0 had an arbitrary code execution in the JavaScript engine. Creating a typed function with JavaScript code
in the name could result arbitrary execution.

See .CVE-2017-1001002

TD-32577 If a user of Commons-Email (typically an application programmer) passes unvalidated input as the so-called "Bounce Address",
and that input contains line-breaks, then the email details (recipients, contents, etc.) might be manipulated. Mitigation: Users
should upgrade to Commons-Email 1.5. You can mitigate this vulnerability for older versions of Commons Email by stripping
line-breaks from data, that will be passed to Email.setBounceAddress(String).

See .CVE-2018-1294
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TD-31427  Apache Commons FileUpload before 1.3.3 DiskFileItem File Manipulation Remote Code Execution

See .CVE-2016-1000031

 

New Known Issues

Ticket Component Description

TD-31627 Transformer Page -
Tools

Prefixes added to column names in the Join page are not propagated to subsequent recipe steps that
already existed.

TD-30979 Compilation/Execution Transformation job on wide dataset fails on Spark 2.2 and earlier due to exceeding Java JVM limit. For
details, see  .https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-18016

New Known External Issues

The following issues are sourced from third-party vendors and are impacting the . Trifacta platform

External
Ticket
Number

3rd
Party
Vendor

Impacted
Trifacta
Feature

Description

Cloudera Issue:
OPSAPS-39589

Cloudera Publishing
to
Cloudera
Navigator

Within the CDH 5.x product line, Cloudera Navigator only supports Spark 1.x. The  requiresTrifacta platform
Spark 2.1 and later.

When Spark 2.x jobs are published to Cloudera Navigator, Navigator is unable to detect them, so they are
never added to Navigator.

For details, see 
https://www.cloudera.com/documentation/enterprise/release-notes/topics/cn_rn_known_issues.html#spark
.
For more information on the integration, see .Configure Publishing to Cloudera Navigator

Release 5.0

Release 5.0 of  delivers major enhancements to the Transformer page and Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta®
workspace, starting with the new Home page. Key management capabilities simplify the completion of your
projects and management of scheduled job executions. This major release of the platform supports broader
connectivity and integration.

Improving user adoption:

The new workspace features a more intuitive design to assist in building your wrangling workflows with a minimum
of navigation. From the new Home page, you can quickly access common tasks, such as creating new datasets or
flows, monitoring jobs, or revisiting recent work. 

Workaround: Perform a batch rename of column names in a step after the join. See 
.Rename Columns

NOTE: For additional details and the latest status, please contact the third-party vendor listed below.

Tip: Check out the new onboarding tour, which provides an end-to-end walkthrough of the data wrangling
process. Available to all users on first login of the new release.

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-18016
https://www.cloudera.com/documentation/enterprise/release-notes/topics/cn_rn_known_issues.html#spark
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Significant improvements have been delivered to the core transformation experience. In the Transformer page,
you can now search across dozens of pre-populated transformations and functions, which can be modified in the
familiar Transform Builder. Use the new Transformer toolbar to build pre-designed transformations from the menu
interface.

New for Release 5.0, target matching allows you to import a representation of the final target schema, against
which you can compare your work in the Transformer page. Easy-to-understand visual tags show you mismatches
between your current recipe and the target you have imported. Click these tags to insert steps that align your
columns with their counterparts in the target.

For multi-dataset operations, the new Auto Align feature in the Union tool improves matching capabilities between
datasets, and various enhancements to the Join tool improve the experience.

Over 20 new Wrangle functions deliver new Excel-like capabilities to wrangling.

Enterprise operationalization:

Previously a beta feature, relational connectivity is now generally available, which broadens access to more
diverse data. Out-of-the-box, the platform now supports more relational connections with others available through
custom configuration. From the Run Jobs page, you can now publish directly to Amazon Redshift.

Build dynamic datasets with variables and parameters. Through parameters, you can apply rules to match
multiple files through one platform object, a dataset with parameters. Rules can contain regular expressions,
patterns, wildcards, dates, and variables, which can be overridden during runtime job execution through the UI or
API. Variables can also be applied to custom SQL datasets.

Using these parameterized datasets allows schedules to pick up new data each execution run and enables users
to pass variable values through the API or UI to select different data apply to the job.

Cloud focus:

Release 5.0 delivers broader and enhanced integration with Microsoft Azure. With a few clicks in the Azure
Marketplace, you can deploy the platform into a new or existing HDI cluster. Your deployment can seamlessly
integrate with either ADLS or WASB and can be configured to connect to Microsoft SQL Data Warehouse. As
needed, integrate with Azure Active Directory for single-sign on simplicity.

What's New

Here's what's new in Release 5.0.

Install:

Support for CDH 5.14.

Support for Spark 2.2. 

Azure:

Integrate your Microsoft Azure deployment with ADLS and WASB. 
For more information, see .Enable WASB Access  
For more information, see .Enable ADLS Access

Support for Azure Single Sign On. See .Configure SSO for Azure AD
Integrate with domain-joined clusters using SSO. See . Configure for HDInsight

NOTE: Support for CDH 5.11 has been deprecated. See .End of Life and Deprecated Features

NOTE: By default, the  is configured to use Spark 2.1.0. Depending on yourTrifacta platform
environment, you may be required to change the configuration to Spark 2.2, particularly if you are
integrating with an EMR cluster. For more information, see .Configure for Spark
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Support for read-only and read-write connections to Microsoft SQL DW. See .Configure for Azure

Admin:

Through the application, you can now use Tricheck to check the server requirements and connectivity of
the  to the connected cluster. See .Trifacta node Admin Settings Page

Workspace: 

New Home page and left nav bar allows for more streamlined access to recent flows and jobs, as well as
learning resources. See .Home Page

Manage your datasets and references from the new Library page. See .Library Page
In the new Jobs page, you can more easily locate and review all jobs to which you have access. 

Administrators can view and cancel jobs launched by other users. 
See .Jobs Page

Workflow:

Use parameterized rules in imported datasets to allow scheduled jobs and API executions to automatically
 See .pick up the right input data. Overview of Parameterization

Assign a new Target to your recipes to provide guidance during wrangling. See .Overview of RapidTarget

Transformer Page:

Search across dozens of pre-defined transformations. Select one, and the Transform Builder is
pre-populated based on the current context in the data grid or column browser. 

See .Search Panel
See .Transform Builder

Targets assigned to a recipe appear as column header overlay to assist users in aligning their dataset to
match the dataset schema to the target schema. See .Data Grid Panel
Cancel in-progress sampling jobs. See . Samples Panel
New toolbar provides faster access to common transformations and operations. See .Transformer Toolbar
Better intelligence for column matching during union operations. See .Union Page
Numerous functional improvements to the Join page. See .Join Panel

Run Job Page:

Specify Redshift publishing actions as part of the job specification. See .Run Job Page

Connectivity:

Delete unused connections through the application. See .Connections Page

Changes to System Behavior

Language:

The aggregate transform has been removed from the platform. Instead, you can use the pivot transform to
accomplish the same tasks. For more information, see .Changes to the Language

Tip: Try the tutorial available from the Home page. See .Home Page

NOTE: If you are upgrading an instance that was integrated with an EMR cluster, the EMR cluster ID
must be applied to the . See .Trifacta platform Admin Settings Page

NOTE: If you are integrating with an EMR cluster, EMR 5.7 is no longer supported. Please create an EMR
5.11 cluster instead. See .End of Life and Deprecated Features
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Key Bug Fixes

Ticket Description

TD-28930 Delete other columns causes column lineage to be lost and reorders columns.

TD-28573 Photon running environment executes column splits for fixed length columns using byte length, instead of character length. In
particular, this issue affects columns containing special characters.

TD-27784 Ubuntu 16 install for Azure: supervisord complains about "missing" Python packages.

TD-26069 Photon evaluates  as first date of the previous month. It should return a null value.date(yr, month, 0)
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New Known Issues

Ticket Component Description

TD-31354 Connectivity When creating Tableau Server connections, the Test Connection button is missing.

TD-31305 Workspace Copying a flow invalidates the samples in the new copy. Copying or moving a node within a flow
invalidates the node's samples.

TD-31252 Transformer Page -
Tools

Assigning a target schema through the Column Browser does not refresh the page.

TD-31165 Compilation/Execution Job results are incorrect when a sample is collected and then the last transform step is undone.

TD-30857 Connectivity Matching file path patterns in a large directory can be very slow, especially if using multiple patterns in
a single dataset with parameters.

TD-30854 Compilation/Execution When creating a new dataset from the Export Results window from a CSV dataset with Snappy
compression, the resulting dataset is empty when loaded in the Transformer page.

TD-30820 Compilation/Execution Some string comparison functions process leading spaces differently when executed on the Photon or
the Spark running environment.

TD-30717 Connectivity No validation is performed for Redshift or SQL DW connections or permissions prior to job execution.
Jobs are queued and then fail.

TD-30361 Compilation/Execution Spark job run on ALDS cluster fails when Snappy compression is applied to the output.

TD-30342 Connectivity No data validation is performed during publication to Redshift or SQL DW.

Workaround: Create the connection. Create a very simple dataset with minimal recipe. Run
a job on it. From the Export Results window, try to publish to Tableau Server. If you cannot
connect to the Tableau Server, try specifying a value for the Site Name in the Export Results
window.

NOTE: This issue also applies to flows that were upgraded from a previous release.

Workaround: Recreate the samples after the move or copy.

Workaround: To update the page, reload the page through the browser.

Workaround: Recollect a sample after undoing the transform step.

Workaround: To increase matching speed, avoid wildcards in top-level directories and be
as specific as possible with your wildcards and patterns.

Workaround: Re-run the job with Snappy compression disabled. Then, export the new
dataset.

Workaround: Job execution should work if Snappy compression is installed on the cluster.
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TD-30139 Connectivity Redshift: No support via CLI or API for:

creating Redshift connections,
running jobs on data imported from Redshift,
publishing jobs results to Redshift

TD-30074 Type System Pre-import preview of Bigint values from Hive or Redshift are incorrect.

TD-28663 Compilation/Execution In reference dataset, UDF from the source dataset is not executed if new recipe contains a join or
union step.

TD-27860 Compilation/Execution When the platform is restarted or an HA failover state is reached, any running jobs are stuck forever In
Progress.

Install from Azure Marketplace
Contents:

Product Limitations
Documentation Scope
Install

Desktop Requirements
Sizing Guide
Pre-requisites
Install Process
Login to Trifacta Wrangler Enterprise
Post-install configuration

Additional Configuration
Integration with a pre-existing cluster

Exploring and Wrangling Data in Azure
Upgrade
Documentation

This guide steps through the requirements and process for installing  from the Azure WranglerTrifacta®
Marketplace.

Workaround: Please execute these tasks through the application.

Workaround: The preview is incorrect. When the dataset is imported, the values are
accurate.

Workaround: Publish the source dataset. In the Export Results window, create a new
dataset from the results. Import it as your reference data.

If you are installing or upgrading a Marketplace deployment, you must use the install and
configuration materials available through the Marketplace listing. Marketplace deployments may
be updated after the product is released through other channels. Please verify that you are using
the latest available PDF content.
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Product Limitations

HDInsight 3.6 only
HDInsight Hadoop, Spark and HBase cluster types

Documentation Scope

This document guides you through the process of installing the product and beginning to use it.

If you are creating a new cluster as part of this process: You can begin running jobs. Instructions are
provided in this document for testing job execution.
If you are integrating the product with a pre-existing cluster: Additional configuration is required after
you complete the installation process. Relevant topics are listed in the Documentation section at the end of
this document. 

Install

Desktop Requirements

All desktop users of the platform must have the latest version of Google Chrome installed on their
desktops.

Google Chrome must have the PNaCl client installed and enabled.
PNaCl Version:   or later 0.50.x.y

All desktop users must be able to connect to the created  instance through the enterpriseTrifacta node
infrastructure.

Sizing Guide

Use the following guidelines to select your instance size:

Azure virtual machine
type

vCPUs RAM
(GB)

Max recommended concurrent
users

Avg. input data size of jobs on  (Trifacta Server
GB)

Standard_A4 8 14 30 1

Standard_A6 4 28 30 2

Standard_A7 8 56 60 5

Standard_A10 8 56 60 5

Standard_A11 16 112 90 11

Standard_D4_v2 8 28 30 2

Standard_D5_v2 16 56 90 5

Standard_D12_v2 4 28 30 2

Standard_D13_v2 8 56 60 5

Standard_D14_v2 16 112 90 11

Standard_D15_v2 20 140 120 14

NOTE: The following guidelines apply only to  on the Azure Marketplace. Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta
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1.  

2.  
a.  
b.  
c.  

3.  

1.  

2.  
a.  
b.  

Pre-requisites

Before you install the platform, please verify that the following steps have been completed.

License: When you install the software, the installed license is valid for 24 hours. You must acquire a 
license key file from . For more information, please contact Sales.Trifacta
Supported Cluster Types:

Hadoop
HBase
Spark

Data Lake Store only: If you are integrating with Azure Data Lake Store, please review and complete the
following section.

Required permissions

Azure Active Directory registered application permissions are listed below.
If you are connecting to a SQL DW database, additional permissions are required and are described in the
full Install Guide. See .Create SQL DW Connections
If you are integrating with a WASB cluster, you must generate a SAS token with appropriate permissions
for each WASB cluster. Instructions are available in the full Install Guide. See .Enable WASB Access

Register application and r/w access

You must create an Azure Active Directory registered application with appropriate permissions for the following:

Read/write access to the Azure Key Vault resources
Read/write access to the Data Lake Store resource

This can be either the same service principal used for the HDInsight cluster or a new one created specifically for
the . This service principal is used by the  for access to all Azure resources. ForTrifacta platform Trifacta platform
more information, see 

.https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-create-service-principal-portal

To create a new service principal, see 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-create-service-principal-portal#create-an-azure-active-directory-application
.
Obtain property values:

After you have created a new one, please acquire the following property values prior to install.
For an existing service principal, see 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-create-service-principal-portal#get-application-id-and-authentication-key
to obtain the property values.

These values are applied during the install process.

Azure
Property

Location Use

Application ID Acquire this value from the Registered app blade of the
Azure Portal.

Applied to  configuration: Trifacta platform azure.appli
.cationid

Service User
Key

Create a key for the Registered app in the Azure Portal. Applied to  configuration: Trifacta platform azure.secre
.t

Directory ID Copy the Directory ID from the Properties blade of Azure
Active Directory.

Applied to  configuration: Trifacta platform azure.direc
.toryId

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-create-service-principal-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-create-service-principal-portal#create-an-
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-create-service-principal-portal#create-an-
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-create-service-principal-portal#get-to
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-create-service-principal-portal#get-to
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3.  

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  

a.  
b.  

5.  
a.  

i.  
1.  
2.  
3.  

ii.  
1.  

iii.  
b.  

6.  
a.  

Install Process

Methods

You can install from the Azure Marketplace using one of the following methods:

Create cluster: Create a brand-new HDI cluster and add  as an application. Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta

Add application: Use an existing HDI cluster and add  as an application. Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta

Create a custom ARM template: Use an existing HDI cluster and configure a custom application via
Azure Resource Manager (ARM) template.

Depending on your selection, please follow the steps listed in one of the following sections.

Install Method - New cluster

Please use the following steps if you are creating a new HDI cluster and adding the  to it.Trifacta application

Steps:

From the Azure Marketplace listing, click .Get it Now
In Microsoft Azure Portal, click the New blade.
Select .  Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta
Click . Then, click the Quick Create tab.Create

Please configure any settings that are not listed below according to your enterprise requirements.
For more information on the Quick Create settings, see 

.https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-provision-linux-clusters
Basics tab:

Cluster type:
Hadoop: One of the following:

Hadoop
HBase
Spark

Version:
HDI 3.6

Click .Select
Click .Next

Storage tab:
Select your primary storage:

Tip: This method is easiest and fastest to deploy.

Tip: This method does not support choosing a non-default size for the . If you needTrifacta node
more flexibility, please choose the following option.

Tip: Use the third method only if your environment requires additional configuration flexibility or
automated deployment via ARM template.

NOTE: These steps include required settings or recommendations only for configuring a cluster and the
application for use with . Any other settings should be specified for your Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta
enterprise requirements.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-provision-linux-clusters
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a.  

i.  
ii.  

b.  

c.  
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a.  
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8.  
a.  
b.  

c.  
9.  

a.  
10.  

a.  
b.  
c.  

11.  
a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  

1.  
2.  
3.  

 
Azure Storage
Azure Data Lake Store

Select a SQL database for Hive: If you plan to use Hive, you can choose to specify a database. If
not, the platform creates one for you.
Click .Next
 Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta  tab:

Please review and accept the terms for using the product.
Click . Click .Create Ok
Click .Next

Custom tab:
By default, the  is defined as: .Trifacta node Standard_D13_V2
If you need to change the edge node size, please click the Custom settings tab and make your
selections. The following virtual machine types are supported:

Standard_A4
Standard_A6
Standard_A7
Standard_A10
Standard_A11
Standard_D4_v2
Standard_D5_v2
Standard_D12_v2
Standard_D13_v2
Standard_D14_v2
Standard_D15_v2

Click .Next
Advanced Settings tab:

No changes are needed here.
Summary tab:

Review the specification of the cluster you are creating.
Make modifications as needed.
To create the cluster, click .Create

After the cluster has been started and deployed:
Login to the application.
Change the admin password.
Perform required additional configuration.
Instructions are provided below.

Install Method - Add application to a cluster

Please use the following steps if you are adding the  to a pre-existing HDI cluster.Trifacta application

Steps:

In the Microsoft Azure Portal, select the HDInsight cluster to which you are adding the application.
In the Portal, select the Applications blade. Click .+ Add

NOTE:  does not support Additional storage options. Additional Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta
configuration is required after install is complete for the supported storage options.

NOTE: The  is set to  by default. The size cannot be modified.Trifacta node Standard_V13_D2
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10.  
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14.  
a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  

1.  
2.  

3.  

From the list of available applications, select .  Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta
Please accept the legal terms.
Click .Next
The application is created for you.
After the cluster has been started and deployed:

Login to the application.
Change the admin password.
Perform required additional configuration.
Instructions are provided below.

Install Method - Build custom ARM template

Please use the following steps if you are creating a custom application template for later deployment. This method
provides more flexible configuration options and can be used for deployments in the future.

Steps:

Start here:
https://github.com/trifacta/azure-deploy/tree/release/5.0
Click .Deploy from Azure

From the Microsoft Azure Portal, select the custom deployment link.
Resource Group: Create or select one.
Cluster Name: Select an existing cluster name.
Edge Node Size: Select the instance type. For more information, see the Sizing Guide above.
Trifacta version: For the version, select the latest listed version of . Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta
Application Name: If desired, modify the application name as needed. This name must be unique per
cluster.
Subdomain Application URI Suffix: If desired, modify the three-character alphanumeric string used in the
DNS name of the application. This suffix must be unique per cluster.
Please specify values for the following:

Application ID
Directory ID
Secret

Gallery Package Identifier: please leave the default value.
Please accept the Microsoft terms of use.
To create the template, click .Purchase
The custom template can be used to create the  application. For more Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta
information, please see the Azure documentation.
After the application has been started and deployed:

Login to the application.
Change the admin password.
Perform required additional configuration.
Instructions are provided below.

Login to  Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta

Steps:

In the Azure Portal, select the HDI cluster.
Select the Applications blade.

NOTE: You must have a pre-existing HDI cluster for which to create the application template.

NOTE: Before you begin, you should review the End-User License Agreement. See 
.End-User License Agreement

https://github.com/trifacta/azure-deploy/tree/release/5.0
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1.  
2.  
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Select the  application. Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta
Click the Portal link.
You may be required to apply the cluster username and password.

You are connected to the .Trifacta application
In the login screen, enter the default username and password:

Username: admin@trifacta.local
Password: admin
Click .Login

Change admin password

Steps:

If you haven't done so already, login to the  as an administrator.Trifacta application
In the menu bar, select .Settings menu > Administrator
In the User Profile, enter and re-enter a new password.
Click .Save
Logout and login again using the new password.

Post-install configuration

Base parameter settings

If you are integrating with HDI and did not install via a custom ARM template, the following settings must be
specified with the  .Trifacta application

Steps:

Login to the  as an administrator.Trifacta application
In the menu bar, select .Settings menu > Admin Settings
In the Admin Settings page, specify the values for the following parameters:

NOTE: You can create a local user of the cluster to avoid enabling application users to use the
administrative user's cluster credentials. To create such a user:

1. Navigate to the cluster's Ambari console.
2. In the user menu, select the Manage Ambari page.
3. Select .Users
4. Select .Create Local User
5. Enter a unique (lowercase) user name.
6. Enter a password and confirm that password.
7. Click .Save

NOTE: If this is your first login to the application, please be sure to reset the admin password. Steps are
provided below.

NOTE: These settings are specified as part of the cluster definition. If you have not done so already, you
should acquire the corresponding values for the  in the Azure Portal.Trifacta application

mailto:admin@trifacta.local
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3.  
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"azure.secret"
"azure.applicationId"
"azure.directoryId"

Save your changes and restart the platform.
When the platform is restarted, continue the following configuration.

Apply license file

When the application is first created, the license is valid for 24 hours. Before the license expires, you must apply
the license key file to the . Please complete the following general steps.Trifacta node

Steps:

Locate the license key file that was provided to you by . Please store this file in a safe location thatTrifacta
is not on the .Trifacta node
In the Azure Portal, select the HDI cluster.
Select the Applications blade.
Select the  application. Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta
From the application properties, acquire the SSH endpoint.
Connect via SSH to the . For more information, see Trifacta node

.https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-linux-use-ssh-unix
Drop the license key file in the following directory on the node:

/opt/trifacta/license

Restart the platform.

Review refresh token encryption key

By default, the  includes a static refresh token encryption key for the secure token service. TheTrifacta platform
same default key is used for all instances of the platform.

If preferred, you can generate your own key value, which is unique to your instance of the platform.

Steps:

Login at the command line to the .Trifacta node
To generate a new refresh token encryption key, please execute the following command:
cd /opt/trifacta/services/secure-token-service/ && java -cp
server/build/install/secure-token-service/secure-token-service.jar:server/buil
d/install/secure-token-service/lib/*
com.trifacta.services.secure_token_service.tools.RefreshTokenEncryptionKeyGene
ratorTool

 
The refresh token encryption key is printed to the screen. Please copy this value to the clipboard.
You can apply this change through the  (recommended) or .Admin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
For more information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
Paste the value in the following property:

NOTE: A valid base64 value must be configured for the platform, or the platform fails to start.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-linux-use-ssh-unix
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5.  

6.  

"com.trifacta.services.secure_token_service.refresh_token_encryption
_key": "<generated_key>",

Save your changes.

Configure Spark Execution (Advanced)

The cluster instance of Spark is used to execute larger jobs across the nodes of the cluster. Spark processes run
multiple executors per job. Each executor must run within a YARN container. Therefore, resource requests must
fit within YARN’s container limits.

Like YARN containers, multiple executors can run on a single node. More executors provide additional
computational power and decreased runtime.

Spark’s dynamic allocation adjusts the number of executors to launch based on the following:

job size
job complexity
available resources

The per-executor resource request sizes can be specified by setting the following properties in the  spark.props
section.

Parameter Description

spark.executor.memory Amount of memory to use per executor process (in a specified unit)

spark.executor.cores Number of cores to use on each executor - limit to 5 cores per executor for best performance

A single special process (the application driver) also runs in a container. Its resources are specified in the spark.
 section:props

Parameter Description

spark.driver.memory Amount of memory to use for the driver process (in a specified unit)

spark.driver.cores Number of cores to use for the driver process

Optimizing "Small" Joins (Advanced)

Broadcast, or map-side, joins materialize one side of the join and send it to all executors to be stored in memory.
This technique can significantly accelerate joins by skipping the sort and shuffle phases during a "reduce"
operation. However, there is also a cost in communicating the table to all executors. Therefore, only "small" tables
should be considered for broadcast join. The definition of "small" is set by the spark.sql.autoBroadcastJoi

 parameter which can be added to the  section of . BynThreshold spark.props trifacta-conf.json
default, Spark sets this to  (10MB).10485760

Example Spark configuration parameters for given YARN configurations:

Property settings in  are provided by the cluster.bold

NOTE: In , all values in the  section must be quoted values.trifacta-conf.json spark.props

NOTE:  You should set this parameter between 20 and 100MB. It should not exceed 200MB.
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i.  
ii.  
iii.  

b.  

Property Small Medium Large Extra large

 (v)CPUsYARN NodeManager node 4 8 16 40

YARN NodeManager node memory (GB) 16 32 64 160

yarn.nodemanager.resource.memory-mb 12288 24576 57344 147456

yarn.nodemanager.resource.cpu-vcores 3 6 13 32

yarn.scheduler.maximum-allocation-mb 12288 24576 57344 147456

yarn.scheduler.maximum-allocation-vcores 3 6 13 32

spark.executor.memory 6GB 6GB 16GB 20GB

spark.executor.cores 2 2 4 5

spark.driver.memory 4GB 4GB 4GB 4GB

spark.driver.cores 1 1 1 1

spark.sql.autoBroadcastJoinThreshold 20971520 20971520 52428800 104857600

Additional Configuration

Integration with a pre-existing cluster

If you did not create an HDI cluster as part of this install process, you must perform additional configuration to
integrate the  with your cluster. Please see the links under Documentation below.Trifacta platform

Exploring and Wrangling Data in Azure

Basic steps:

When data is imported to the , a reference to it is stored by the platform as an Trifacta platform imported
. The source data is not modified.dataset

In the application, you modify the recipe associated with a dataset to transform the imported data.
When the recipe is ready, you define and run a job, which executes the recipe steps across the entire
dataset. 
The source of the dataset is untouched, and the results are written to the specified location in the specified
format.

Steps:

Login. 
In the menubar, click . Click .Datasets Import Data
To add a dataset:

Select the connection where your source is located:
WASB (Blob Storage)
ADL (Azure Data Lake Store)
Hive

NOTE: If you are integrating the  with an existing cluster, these steps do not work.Trifacta platform
Additional configuration is required. See the Documentation section below.

NOTE: Any user with a valid user account can import data from a local file.
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b.  
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4.  

5.  
6.  

7.  
8.  

Navigate to the file or files for your source.
To add the dataset, click the Plus icon next to its name.

To begin working with a dataset, you must first add it into a , which is a container for datasets. Clickflow
the Add Dataset to a Flow checkbox and enter the name for a new flow.

Click .Import & Add to Flow
After the flow has been created, the flow is displayed. Select the dataset, which is on the left side of the
screen. 
Click . Click . Add New Recipe Edit Recipe
The dataset is opened in the Transformer page, where you can begin building your recipe steps.

Upgrade

For more information, see .Upgrade for Azure Marketplace

Documentation

You can access complete product documentation online and in PDF format. From within the product, select Help
.menu > Product Docs

After you have accessed the documentation, the following topics are relevant to Azure deployments. Please
review them in order.

Topic Description

Supported Deployment Scenarios for Azure Matrix of supported Azure components.

Configure for Azure Top-level configuration topic on integrating the platform with Azure.

Configure for HDInsight Review this section if you are integrating the  with a pre-existing HDI cluster.Trifacta platform

Enable ADLS Access Configuration to enable access to ADLS.

Enable WASB Access Configuration to enable access to WASB.

Configure SSO for Azure AD How to integrate the  with Azure Active Directory for Single Sign-On.Trifacta platform

Configure for Azure
Contents:

Pre-requisites
Configure Azure

Create registered application
Configure the Platform

Configure for HDI
Configure for Azure Databricks
Configure base storage layer
Configure for Key Vault
Configure for ADLS

Tip: If you have selected a single file, you can begin wrangling it immediately. Click Import and
. The flow is created for you, and your dataset is added to it.Wrangle

Tip: You should review this page.
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1.  

2.  

Configure for WASB
Configure relational connections

Testing

Please complete the following steps in the listed order to configure your installed instance of the  tTrifacta platform
o integrate with an HDInsight cluster.

Pre-requisites

Deploy HDI cluster and .Trifacta node

Install  on the node.Trifacta platform

For more information, see .Install from Azure Marketplace

Configure Azure

Create registered application

You must create a Azure Active Directory (AAD) application and grant it the desired access permissions, such as
read/write access to the ADLS resource and read/write access to the Azure Key Vault secrets .

This service principal is used by the  for access to all Azure resources. For more information, see Trifacta platform
.https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-create-service-principal-portal

After you have registered, acquire the following information:

Azure
Property

Location Use

Application ID Acquire this value from the Registered app blade of the
Azure Portal.

Applied to  configuration: Trifacta platform azure.appli
.cationid

Service User
Key

Create a key for the  in the Azure Portal.Registered app Applied to  configuration: Trifacta platform azure.secre
.t

Directory ID Copy the Directory ID from the Properties  of Azureblade
Active Directory.

Applied to  configuration: Trifacta platform azure.direc
.toryId

These properties are applied later in the configuration process.

Configure the Platform

Configure for HDI

If you are integrating the  with a pre-existing HDI cluster, additional configuration is required. See Trifacta platform
.Configure for HDInsight

NOTE: The HDI cluster can be deployed as part of installation from the Marketplace. You can also
integrate the platform with a pre-existing cluster. Details are below.

NOTE: If you created a new HDI cluster as part of the installation, all required is listed below.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-create-service-principal-portal
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a.  

b.  

Configure for Azure Databricks

Optionally, you can integrate the  with Azure Databricks, instead of HDI.Trifacta platform

For more information, see .Configure for Azure Databricks

Configure base storage layer

For Azure installations, you can set your base storage layer to be HDFS or WASB.

Azure storage webapp.storageProtocol setting hdfs.protocolOverride setting

WASB wasbs (empty)

ADLS hdfs adl

See .Set Base Storage Layer

Configure for Key Vault

For authentication purposes, the  must be integrated with an Azure Key Vault keystore. For moreTrifacta platform
information, see .https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/key-vault/

Please complete the following sections to create and configure your Azure Key Vault.

Create a Key Vault resource in Azure

Log into the Azure portal.
Goto: https://portal.azure.com/#create/Microsoft.KeyVault
Complete the form for creating a new Key Vault resource:

Name: Provide a reasonable name for the resource. Example:

<clusterName>-<applicationName>-<group/organizationName>

Location: Pick the location used by the HDI cluster.
For other fields, add appropriate information based on your enterprise's preferences.

To create the resource, click .Create

Enable Key Vault access for the Trifacta platform

In the Azure portal, you must assign access policies for application principal of the  tTrifacta registered application
o access the Key Vault.

Steps:

In the Azure portal, select the Key Vault you created. Then, select .Access Policies
In the Access Policies window, select the .Trifacta registered application
Click .Add New
For Secret permissions, select the following:

Get

NOTE: The base storage layer must be set after installation. After it has been configured, it cannot be
modified.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/key-vault/
https://portal.azure.com/#create/Microsoft.KeyVault
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Set
Delete

Do not select any other options.
Click .OK

Create WASB access token

If you are enabling access to WASB, you must create this token within the Azure Portal.

For more information, see 
.https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/storageservices/delegating-access-with-a-shared-access-signature

You must specify the storage protocol (   wasbs ) used by the Trifacta platform .

Configure Key Vault key and secret for WASB

In the Key Vault, you can create key and secret pairs for use.

Base Storage
Layer

Description

ADLS The  creates its own key-secret combinations in the Key Vault. No additional configuration isTrifacta platform
required.

Please skip this section and populate the Key Vault URL into the .Trifacta platform

WASB For WASB, you must create key and secret values that match other values in your Azure configuration. Instructions
are below.

WASB: To enable access to the Key Vault, you must specify your key and secret values as follows:

Item Applicable Configuration

key The value of the key must be specified as the  in the .sasTokenId Trifacta platform

secret The value of the secret should match the shared access signature for your storage. This value is specified as  in the sasToken T
.rifacta platform

Acquire shared access signature value:

In the Azure portal, please do the following:

Open your storage account.
Select .Shared Access Signature 
Generate or view existing signatures.
For a new or existing signature, copy the SAS token value. Omit the leading question mark (?).
Paste this value into a text file for safekeeping.

Create a custom key:

To create a custom key and secret pair for WASB use by the , please complete the followingTrifacta platform
steps:

On an existing or newly created Azure Key Vault resource, click .Secrets
At the top of the menu, click .Generate/Import
In the Create a secret menu:

Select  for upload options.Manual
Chose an appropriate name for the key.

NOTE: Please retain the name of the key for later use, when it is applied through the Trifact
 as the  value. Instructions are provided later.a platform sasTokenId

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/storageservices/delegating-access-with-a-shared-access-signature
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Paste the SAS token value for the key into the secret field.
Click .Create

Configure Key Vault location

For ADLS or WASB, the location of the Azure Key Vault must be specified for the . The locationTrifacta platform
can be found in the properties section of the Key Vault resource in the Azure portal.

Steps:

Log in to the Azure portal.
Select the Key Vault resource.
Click .Properties
Locate the DNS Name field. Copy the field value.

This value is the location for the Key Vault. It must be applied in the .Trifacta platform

Steps:

You can apply this change through the  (recommended) or .Admin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
For more information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
Specify the URL in the following parameter:

"azure.keyVaultURL": "<your key value URL>",

Apply SAS token identifier for WASB

If you are using WASB as your base storage layer, you must apply the SAS token value into the configuration of
the .Trifacta platform

Steps:

You can apply this change through the  (recommended) or .Admin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
For more information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
Paste the value of the SAS Token for the key you created in the Key Vault as the following value:

"azure.wasb.defaultStore.sasTokenId": "<your Sas Token Id>",

Save your changes.

Configure Secure Token Service

Access to the Key Vault requires use of the secure token service (STS) from the . To use STSTrifacta platform
with Azure, the following properties must be specified.

You can apply this change through the  (recommended) or . ForAdmin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
more information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
 

Property Description

NOTE: Except in rare cases, the other properties for secure token service do not need to be modified.
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"  secure-token-service .autorestart" Set this value to  to enable auto-restarting of the secure token service.true

"secure-token-service.port" Set this value to .8090

"com.trifacta.services.secure_token_service. ref
resh_token_encryption_key"

Enter a base64 string to serve as your encryption key for the refresh token of the secure
token service.

A default encryption key is inserted for you.

For more information on how to generate an encryption key that is unique to your instance
of the platform, see .Install from Azure Marketplace

"secure-token-service.userIdHashingPepper" Enter a base64 string.

Configure for SSO

If needed, you can integrate the  with Azure AD for Single-Sign On to the platform. See Trifacta platform
.Configure SSO for Azure AD

Configure for ADLS

Enable read-only or read-write access to ADLS. For more information, see .Enable ADLS Access

Configure for WASB

Enable read-only or read-write access to WASB. For more information on integrating with WASB, see 
.Enable WASB Access

Configure relational connections

If you are integrating  with relational datastores, please complete the following Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta
configuration sections.

Create encryption key file

An encryption key file must be created on the . This key file is shared across all relationalTrifacta node
connections. See .Create Encryption Key File

Create Hive connection

You can create a connection to the Hive instance on the HDI cluster with some modifications.

High Availability:  Host and portNatively, Azure supports high availability for HiveServer2 via Zookeeper. 
information in the JDBC URL must be replaced with a Zookeeper quorum. HA for Hive is not supported in
deployments other than Azure.

In addition to the other Hive connection properties, please specify the following values for the properties listed
below:

Property Description

NOTE: If a valid base64 string value is not provided here, the platform fails to
start.
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1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  

a.  
b.  

5.  

Host Use your Zookeeper quorum value. For the final node of the list, omit the port number. Example:

zk1.cloudapp.net:2181,zk2.cloudapp.net:2181,zk3.cloudapp.net

Port Set this value to .2181

Connect
String
options

In addition to any options required for your environment, include the following option:

/;serviceDiscoveryMode=zooKeeper;zooKeeperNamespace=hiveserver2

Database Enter your Hive database name.

Connections are created through the Connections page. See .Connections Page

For additional details on creating a connection to Hive, see .Create Hive Connections

A Hive connection can also be created using the above property substitutions via CLI or API.

For details on values to use when creating via CLI or API, see .Connection Types
See .CLI for Connections
See .API Connections Create v3

Create Azure SQL DB connection

For more information, see .Create SQL DB Connections

Create Azure SQL DW connection

For more information, see .Create SQL DW Connections

Testing

Load a dataset from the HDI cluster through either ADLS or WASB.
Perform a few simple steps on the dataset.
Click  in the Transformer page. Run Job
When specifying the job: 

Click the Profile Results checkbox.
Select .Hadoop

When the job completes, verify that the results have been written to the appropriate location.

Configure for HDInsight
Contents:

Limitations
Pre-requisites
Before You Begin

Create Trifacta user account on HDI cluster
Acquire cluster configuration files  
Acquire build build number

Configure the HDI Cluster
Specify Storage Layer
Define Script Action for domain-joined clusters
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1.  
2.  

Install Software
Configure the Platform

Specify Trifacta user
Specify location of client distribution bundle JAR
Configure component settings
Configure High Availability
Create Hive connection
Configure for Spark Profiling
Configure for UDFs

Configure Storage

When deployed to Microsoft Azure, the  must be integrated with Microsoft HDInsight, aTrifacta® platform
Hadoop-based platform for data storage and analytics. This section describes the configuration steps required to
integrate with a pre-existing HDI cluster.

Limitations

For this release, the following limitations apply:

This release supports integration with HDI 3.5 and 3.6 only.
HDI does not support the client-server web sockets configuration used by the platform. This limitation has
the following impacts:

Diminished suggestions prompted by platform activities

 

Pre-requisites

This section makes the following assumptions:

You have installed and configured the  onto an Edge node of a pre-existing HDI cluster.Trifacta platform
You have installed WebWASB on the platform edge node.

Before You Begin

Create  account on HDI clusterTrifacta user

The  interacts with the cluster through a single system user account.  A user for the platform mustTrifacta platform
be added to the cluster.

UserID:

If possible, please create the user ID ( ) as: .[hdi.user] trifacta

This user must be created on each data node in the cluster.

This user should belong to the group ( ): .[hdi.group] trifactausers

User requirements:

(if integrating with WASB) Access to WASB
Permission to run YARN jobs on the cluster. 

This section applies only if you have installed the  onto a node of a pre-existingTrifacta platform
HDI cluster. If you created a new HDI cluster as part of your deployment of the platform from the
Azure Marketplace, please skip this section. You may use it as reference in the future.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

Steps:

You can apply this change through the  (recommended) or .Admin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
For more information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
Set the cluster paths in the following locations:

"hdfs.pathsConfig.fileUpload": "/trifacta/uploads",
"hdfs.pathsConfig.dictionaries": "/trifacta/dictionaries",
"hdfs.pathsConfig.batchResults": "/trifacta/queryResults",

Individual users can configure the output directory where exported results are stored. See 
.User Profile Page

Save your changes.

Acquire cluster configuration files  

You must acquire the configuration files from the HDI cluster and apply them to the .Trifacta node

Steps:

On any edge node of the cluster, acquire the .XML files from the following directory:

/etc/hadoop/conf

These files must be copied to the following directory on the :Trifacta node

/trifacta/conf/hadoop-site

Replace any existing files with these files.

Acquire build build number

You must acquire the full version and build number of the underlying Hortonworks distribution. On any of the
cluster nodes, navigate to . The version and build number is referenced as a directory in this location,/usr/hdp
named in the following form:

Do not use the  directory. This directory is used for storing uploads andtrifacta/uploads
metadata, which may be used by multiple users. Manipulating files outside of the Trifacta

 can destroy other users' data. Please use the tools provided through theapplication
interface for managing uploads to WASB.

Tip: Later, you configure the platform settings for accessing various components in the cluster. This host,
port, and other information is available through these cluster configuration files.

NOTE: If you are integrating with an instance of Hive on the cluster, you must also acquire the Hive
configuration file: ./etc/hive/conf/hive-site.xml
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A.B.C.D-X

For the rest of the configuration, the sample values for HDI 3.6 are referenced. Use the appropriate values for
your distribution.

Supported HDInsight Distribution Short Hortonworks Version Example Full Hortonworks Version

3.5 2.5 2.5.6.2-9

3.6 2.6 2.6.2.2-5

Configure the HDI Cluster

The following configuration sections must be reviewed and completed. 

Specify Storage Layer

In the Azure console, you must specify and retain the type of storage to apply. In the Storage tab of the cluster
specification, the following storage layers are supported.

Azure
Storage
Layer

Description Required for Trifacta
Base
Storage
Layer

Azure
Storage

Azure storage leverages WASB, an astraction layer on top of HDFS. wasbs

Data
Lake
Store

Data Lake Store maps to ADLS in the . This storage is anTrifacta platform
implementation of Hortonworks Data Platform and utilizes HDFS.

Azure AD SSO
Domain-joined
clusters

Kerberos
Secure
impersonation

hdfs

Define Script Action for domain-joined clusters

If you are integrating with a domain-joined cluster, you must specify a script action to set some permissions on
cluster directories. 

NOTE: After the base storage layer has been defined in the , it cannot be changed.Trifacta platform
Reinstallation is required.

NOTE: If possible, you should reserve a dedicated cluster for the  processing. If there is aTrifacta platform
mismatch between the storage layer of your existing HDI cluster and the required storage for your Trifacta

, you can create a new HDI cluster as part of the installation process. For more information,deployment
see .Install from Azure Marketplace

Tip: During installation of the , you must define the base storage layer. Retain yourTrifacta platform
selection of the Azure Storage Layer and its mapped based storage layer for the  installatiTrifacta platform
on.
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1.  
2.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

For more information, see 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/apache-domain-joined-configure-using-azure-adds
.

Steps:

In the Advanced Settings tab of the cluster specification, click .Script actions
In the textbox, insert the following URL:

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/trifacta/azure-deploy/master/bin/s
et-key-permissions.sh

Save your changes.

Install Software

If you haven't done so already, you can install the  into an edge node of the HDI cluster. For moreTrifacta software
information, see .Installation Steps

Configure the Platform

These changes must be applied after the  has been installed.Trifacta platform

You can apply this change through the  (recommended) or . ForAdmin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
more information, see .Platform Configuration Methods

Specify Trifacta user

Set the Hadoop username for the  to use for executing jobs Trifacta platform  (default=[hadoop.user )trifacta
:  ]

"hdfs.username": "[hadoop.user]",

Specify location of client distribution bundle JAR

The  ships with client bundles supporting a number of major Hadoop distributions.  You mustTrifacta platform
configure the jarfile for the distribution to use.  These distributions are stored in the following directory:

/trifacta/hadoop-deps

Configure the bundle distribution property ( ):hadoopBundleJar

"hadoopBundleJar": "hadoop-deps/hdp-2.6/build/libs/hdp-2.6-bundle.jar"

Configure component settings

For each of the following components, please explicitly set the following settings.

You can apply this change through the  (recommended) or .Admin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
For more information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
Configure Batch Job Runner:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/apache-domain-joined-configure-using-azure-adds
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/trifacta/azure-deploy/master/bin/s
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

"batch-job-runner": {
   "autoRestart": true,
    ...
    "classpath":
"%(topOfTree)s/hadoop-data/build/install/hadoop-data/hadoop-data.jar
:%(topOfTree)s/hadoop-data/build/install/hadoop-data/lib/*:%(topOfTr
ee)s/conf/hadoop-site:/usr/hdp/current/hadoop-client/hadoop-azure.ja
r:/usr/hdp/current/hadoop-client/lib/azure-storage-2.2.0.jar"
  },

Configure the following environment variables:

"env.PATH":
"${HOME}/bin:$PATH:/usr/local/bin:/usr/lib/zookeeper/bin",
"env.TRIFACTA_CONF": "/opt/trifacta/conf"
"env.JAVA_HOME": "/usr/lib/jvm/java-1.8.0-openjdk-amd64",

Configure the following properties for various :Trifacta components

"ml-service": {
   "autoRestart": true
  },
  "monitor": {
   "autoRestart": true,
    ...
   "port": <your_cluster_monitor_port>
  },
  "proxy": {
   "autoRestart": true
  },
  "udf-service": {
   "autoRestart": true
  },
  "webapp": {
    "autoRestart": true
  },

Disable S3 access:

"aws.s3.enabled": false,

Configure the following Spark Job Service properties:
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6.  

7.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

"spark-job-service.classpath":
"%(topOfTree)s/services/spark-job-server/server/build/libs/spark-job
-server-bundle.jar:%(topOfTree)s/conf/hadoop-site/:%(topOfTree)s/ser
vices/spark-job-server/build/bundle/*:/usr/hdp/current/hadoop-client
/hadoop-azure.jar:/usr/hdp/current/hadoop-client/lib/azure-storage-2
.2.0.jar",
"spark-job-service.env.SPARK_DIST_CLASSPATH":
"/usr/hdp/current/hadoop-client/*:/usr/hdp/current/hadoop-mapreduce-
client/*",

Save your changes.

Configure High Availability

If you are integrating the platform the HDI cluster with high availability enabled, please complete the following
steps so that the platform is aware of the failover nodes

Steps:

You can apply this change through the  (recommended) or .Admin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
For more information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
Enable high availability feature on the namenode and resourceManager nodes:

"feature.highAvailability.namenode": true,
"feature.highAvailability.resourceManager": true,

For each YARN resource manager, you must configure its high availability settings. The following are two
example node configurations, including the default port numbers for HDI:

Tip: Host and port settings should be available in the cluster configuration files you copied to the Tr
. Or you can acquire the settings through the cluster's admin console.ifacta node
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3.  

4.  

5.  

1.  

"yarn": {
    "highAvailability": {
      "resourceManagers": {
        "rm1": {
          "port": <your_cluster_rm1_port>,
          "schedulerPort": <your_cluster_rm1_scheduler_port>,
          "adminPort": <your_cluster_rm1_admin_port>,
          "webappPort": <your_cluster_rm1_webapp_port>
        },
        "rm2": {
          "port": <your_cluster_rm2_port>,
          "schedulerPort": <your_cluster_rm2_scheduler_port>,
          "adminPort": <your_cluster_rm2_admin_port>,
          "webappPort": <your_cluster_rm2_webapp_port>
        }
      }
    }
  },

Configure the high availability namenodes. The following example configures two namenodes (  and nn1 nn
), including the default port numbers for HDI: 2

"hdfs": {
    ...
    "highAvailability": {
      "namenodes": {
        "nn1": {
          "port": <your_cluster_namenode1_port>
        },
        "nn2": {
          "port": <your_cluster_namenode2_port>
        }
      }
    ...

Save your changes.

Create Hive connection

Limitations:

Tip: Host and port settings should be available in the cluster configuration files you copied to the Tr
. Or you can acquire the settings through the cluster's admin console.ifacta node

NOTE: If you are deploying high availability failover, you must use HttpFS, instead of WebHDFS, for
communicating with HDI. Additional configuration is required. HA in a Kerberized environment for HDI is
not supported. See .Enable Integration with Cluster High Availability
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1.  
2.  

The platform only supports HTTP connections to Hive on HDI. TCP connections are not supported.
The Hive port must be set to  for HTTP.10001

For more information, see .Create Hive Connections

Hive integration requires additional configuration.

For more information, see Configure for Hive.

Configure for Spark Profiling

If you are using Spark for profiling, you must add environment properties to your cluster configuration. See 
.Configure for Spark

Configure for UDFs

If you are using user-defined functions (UDFs) on your HDInsight cluster, additional configuration is required. See 
.Java UDFs

Configure Storage

Before you begin running jobs, you must specify your base storage layer, which can be WASB or ADLS. For more
information, see .Set Base Storage Layer

Additional configuration is required:

For more information, see .Enable WASB Access
For more information, see .Enable ADLS Access

Enable ADLS Access
Contents:

Limitations of ADLS Integration
Read-only access

Pre-requisites
General
Create a registered application
Azure properties
Key Vault Setup

Configure ADLS Authentication
System mode access
User mode access

Configure the Trifacta platform
Define default storage location and access key
Configure HDFS properties
Enable

Testing

By default, Microsoft Azure deployments integrate with Azure Data Lake Store (ADLS). Optionally, you can
configure your deployment to integrate with WASB.

Microsof Azure Data Lake Store (ADLS) is a scalable repository for big data analytics. ADLS is

NOTE: Natively, HDI supports high availability for Hive via a Zookeeper quorum.
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accessible from Microsoft HDI. For more information, see 
. https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-lake-store/data-lake-store-overview

Limitations of ADLS Integration

In this release, the  supports integration with the default store only. Extra stores are notTrifacta platform
supported.

Read-only access

If the base storage layer has been set to WASB, you can follow these instructions to set up read-only access to
ADLS. 

Pre-requisites

General

The  has already been installed and integrated with an Azure HDI cluster. See Trifacta platform
.Configure for HDInsight

HDFS must be set as the base storage layer for the  instance. See Trifacta platform
.Set Base Storage Layer

For each combination of blob host and container, a separate Azure Key Vault Store entry must be created.
For more information, please contact your Azure admin. 

Create a registered application

Before you integrate with Azure ADLS, you must create the  as a registered application. See Trifacta platform
.Configure for Azure

Azure properties

The following properties should already be specified in the Admin Settings page. Please verify that the following
have been set:

azure.applicationId
azure.secret
azure.directoryId

The above properties are needed for this configuration. For more information, see .Configure for Azure

Key Vault Setup

An Azure Key Vault has already been set up and configured for use by the . For moreTrifacta platform
information, see .Configure for Azure

Configure ADLS Authentication

Authentication to ADLS storage is supported for the following modes, which are described in the following section.

Mode Description

NOTE: To enable read-only access to ADLS, do not set the base storage layer to . The basehdfs
storage layer for ADLS read-write access must remain .wasbs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-lake-store/data-lake-store-overview
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1.  

2.  

3.  

System All users authenticate to ADLS using a single system key/secret combination. This combination is specified in the following
parameters, which you should have already defined:

azure.applicationId
azure.secret
azure.directoryId

These properties define the registered application in Azure Active Directory. System authentication mode uses the registered
application identifier as the service principal for authentication to ADLS. All users have the same permissions in ADLS.

For more information on these settings, see .Configure for Azure

User Per-user mode allows individual users to authenticate to ADLS through their Azure Active Directory login.

Steps:

Please complete the following steps to specify the ADLS access mode.

You can apply this change through the  (recommended) or .Admin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
For more information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
Set the following parameter to the preferred mode (  or ):system user

"azure.adl.mode": "<your_preferred_mode>",

Save your changes.

System mode access

When access to ADLS is requested, the platform uses the combination of Azure directory ID, Azure application ID,
and Azure secret to complete access.

After defining the properties in the , system mode access requires no additional configuration.Trifacta platform

User mode access

In user mode, a user ID hash is generated from the Key Vault key/secret and the user's AD login. This hash is
used to generate the access token, which is stored in the Key Vault.

Set up for Azure AD SSO

Configure the Trifacta platform

Define default storage location and access key

In platform configuration, you must define the following properties:

"azure.adl.store": "<your_value_here>",

NOTE: Additional configuration for AD SSO is required. Details are below.

NOTE: User mode access to ADLS requires Single Sign On (SSO) to be enabled for integration with
Azure Active Directory. For more information, see .Configure SSO for Azure AD
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This property defines the ADLS storage to which all output data is delivered. Example:

adl://<YOUR_STORE_NAME>.azuredatalakestore.net

Per earlier configuration:

webapp.storageProtocol must be set to .hdfs
hdfs.protocolOverride must be set to .adl

Configure HDFS properties

In the , you must configure the following properties for effective communication with HDFS.Trifacta platform

"hdfs": {
  "username": "[hadoop.user]",
  "enabled": true,
  "webhdfs": {
   "httpfs": false,
   "maprCompatibilityMode": false,
   "ssl": {
    "enabled": true,
    "certificateValidationRequired": false,
    "certificatePath": "<YOUR_PATH_HERE>"
   },
   "host": "[ADLS].azuredatalakestore.net",
   "version": "/webhdfs/v1",
   "proxy": {
    "host": "proxy",
    "enabled": false,
    "port": 8080
   },
   "credentials": {
    "username": "[hadoop.user]",
    "password": ""
   },
   "port": 443
  },
  "protocolOverride": "adl",
  "highAvailability": {
   "serviceName": "[ADLS].azuredatalakestore.net",
   "namenodes": {}
  },
  "namenode": {
   "host": "[ADLS].azuredatalakestore.net",
   "port": 443
  }
 }

Property Description
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1.  

2.  

3.  

hdfs.username Set this value to the name of the user that the Trifacta
 uses to access the cluster.platform

hdfs.enabled Set to .true

hdfs.webhdfs.httpfs Use of HttpFS in this integration is not supported. Set this
value to .false

hdfs.webhdfs.maprCompatibilityMode This setting does not apply to ADLS. Set this value to fal
. se

hdfs.webhdfs.ssl.enabled SSL is always used for ADLS. Set this value to .true

hdfs.webhdfs.ssl.certificateValidationRequired Set this value to  .false

hdfs.webhdfs.ssl.certificatePath This value is not used for ADLS.

hdfs.webhdfs.host Set this value to the address of your ADLS datastore.

hdfs.webhdfs.version Set this value to ./webhdfs/v1

hdfs.webhdfs.proxy.host This value is not used for ADLS.

hdfs.webhdfs.proxy.enabled A proxy is not used for ADLS. Set this value to  .false

hdfs.webhdfs.proxy.port This value is not used for ADLS.

hdfs.webhdfs.credentials.username Set this value to the name of the user that the Trifacta
 uses to access the cluster.platform

hdfs.webhdfs.credentials.password Leave this value empty for ADLS.

hdfs.webhdfs.port Set this value to .443

hdfs.protocolOverride Set this value to .adl

hdfs.highAvailability.serviceName Set this value to the address of your ADLS datastore.

hdfs.highAvailability.namenodes Set this value to an empty value.

hosthdfs.namenode. Set this value to the address of your ADLS datastore.

hdfs.namenode.port Set this value to .443

Enable

Steps:

You can apply this change through the  (recommended) or .Admin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
For more information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
Locate the following parameter and change its value to :true

"azure.adl.enabled": true,

Save your changes.
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Testing

Restart services. See .Start and Stop the Platform

After the configuration has been specified, an ADLS connection appears in the Import Data page. Select it to
begin navigating for data sources.

Try running a simple job from the . For more information, see .Trifacta application Verify Operations

See .ADLS Browser
See .Using ADLS

Enable WASB Access
Contents:

Limitations of WASB Integration
Read-only access

Pre-requisites
General
Create a registered application
Other Azure properties
Key Vault Setup

Configure WASB Authentication
Configure the Trifacta platform

Define location of SAS token
Define default storage location and access key
Define extra stores
Configure storage protocol
Enable

Testing

By default, Microsoft Azure deployments integrate with Azure Data Lake Store (ADLS). Optionally, you can
configure your deployment to integrate with WASB.

Windows Azure Storage Blob (WASB) is an abstraction layer on top of HDFS, which enables persistence
of storage, access without a Hadoop cluster presence, and access from multiple Hadoop clusters. 

Limitations of WASB Integration

If a directory is created on the HDI cluster through WASB, the directory includes a Size=0 blob. The Trifact
 does not list them and does not support interaction with Size=0 blobs.a platform

Read-only access

If the base storage layer has been set to ADLS, you can follow these instructions to set up read-only access to
WASB. 

NOTE: If you are adding WASB as a secondary integration to ADLS, your WASB blob container or
containers must contain at least one folder. This is a known issue.

NOTE: To enable read-only access to WASB, do not set the base storage layer to . The basewasbs
storage layer for ADLS read-write access must remain .hdfs
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Pre-requisites

General

The  has already been installed and integrated with an Azure HDI cluster. See Trifacta platform
.Configure for HDInsight

WASB must be set as the base storage layer for the  instance. See Trifacta platform
.Set Base Storage Layer

For each combination of blob host and container, a separate Azure Key Vault Store entry must be created.
For more information, please contact your Azure admin. 

Create a registered application

Before you integrate with Azure ADLS, you must create the  as a registered application. See Trifacta platform
.Configure for Azure

Other Azure properties

The following properties should already be specified in the Admin Settings page. Please verify that the following
have been set:

 azure.applicationId
 azure.secret

azure.directoryId

The above properties are needed for this configuration. For more information, see .Configure for Azure

Key Vault Setup

For new installs, an Azure Key Vault has already been set up and configured for use by the .Trifacta platform

For more information, see .Configure for Azure

Configure WASB Authentication

Authentication to WASB storage is managed by specifying the appropriate host, container, and token ID in the Trif
 configuration. When access to WASB is requested, the platform passes the information through theacta platform

Secure Token Service to query the specified Azure Key Vault Store using the provided values. The keystore
returns the value for the secret. The combination of the key (token ID) and secret is used to access WASB.

 

For more information on creating the Key Vault Store and accessing it through the Secure Token Service, see 
.Configure for Azure

NOTE: An Azure Key Vault is required. Upgrading customers who do not have a Key Vault in their
environment must create one.

NOTE: Per-user authentication is not supported for WASB.
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1.  
2.  

Configure the Trifacta platform

Define location of SAS token

The SAS token required for accessing Azure can be accessed from either of the following locations:

Key Vault
Trifacta configuration

whether SAS token is to be retrieved from Azure Key Vault or Configuration

SAS token from Key Vault

To store the SAS token in the key vault, specify the following parameters in platform configuration. You can apply
this change through the  (recommended) or . For more information,Admin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
see .Platform Configuration Methods

 

 

Secret names used for extra stores

If you are enabling extra WASB stores, specify the secret name to be used to access the SAS token from the Key
Vault per extra Store.

"azure.wasb.extraStores": [ {
 ...
 "keyVaultSasTokenSecretName": "<secret_name>"
  }, {
 ...
 "keyVaultSasTokenSecretName": "<secret_name>"
  }
]

 

 

Parameter Description

"azure.wasb.fetchSasTokensFromKeyVault": true, Instructs the  to query the KeyTrifacta platform
Vault for SAS tokens

"azure.wasb.defaultStore.keyVaultSasTokenSecretName":
"<your_value_here>",

The default store's SAS token secret name to
retrieve the SAS token for the default store from
the Azure Key Value Store.

NOTE: Additional configuration is required for enabling extra WASB stores. See below.

NOTE: The Key Vault must already
be set up. See "Key Vault Setup"
above.
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SAS token from Trifacta configuration

To specify the SAS token in the  configuration, set the following flag to false and then specify theTrifacta platform
SAS token per container.  

Parameter Description

"azure.wasb.fetchSasTokensFromKeyVault":
false,

Instructs the  to acquire per-container SAS tokensTrifacta platform
from the platform configuration.

"azure.wasb.defaultStore.sasToken":
"<your_value_here>",

Specify the SAS token here for the default store, if azure.wasb.
 is set to .fetchSasTokensFromKeyVault false

SAS token for extra WASB stores

If you are enabling extra WASB stores and  is set to ,azure.wasb.fetchSasTokensFromKeyVault false
specify the sasToken for each extra store.

"azure.wasb.extraStores": [ {
 ...
 "sasToken": "<your_value_here>"
  }, {
 ...
 "sasToken": "<your_value_here>"
  }
]

 

Define default storage location and access key

In platform configuration, you must define the following properties. When these properties are specified, the
platform acquires the secret for the specified token ID, which is used to gain access to WASB. 

Storage account

Azure path to the location where your data is to be stored.

"azure.wasb.defaultStore.blobHost": "<your_value_here>",

Container

Within your storage location, this value defines the default container for storing data.

 

NOTE: Additional configuration is required for enabling extra WASB stores. See below.
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1.  

2.  

"azure.wasb.defaultStore.container": "<your_value_here>",

 

Define extra stores

If you have additional WASB stores, you can specify access to them for the .  Users of theTrifacta platform
platform can use them for reading sources and writing results.

Steps:

To apply this configuration change, login as an administrator to the . Then, edit Trifacta node trifacta-c
. Some of these settings may not be available through the . For moreonf.json Admin Settings Page

information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
Locate the  configuration block and add the following parameters:azure.wasb.extraStores

"azure.wasb.extraStores": 
    "extraStores": [
     {
      "sasToken": "<VALUE1_HERE",
      "keyVaultSasTokenSecretName": "<VALUE1_HERE>",
      "container": "<VALUE1_HERE>",
      "blobHost": "<VALUE1_HERE>"
     },
     {
      "sasToken": "VALUE2_HERE",
      "keyVaultSasTokenSecretName": "<VALUE2_HERE>",
      "container": "<VALUE2_HERE>",
      "blobHost": "<VALUE2_HERE>"
     }
    ]
   },
 },

Parameter Description

sasToken Set this value to , if applicable.SAS token

keyVaultSasTokenSecretName To use the same SAS token as used in default storage, set this value to the same SAS token
ID.

If needed, you can generate and apply a per-container SAS token for use in this field for this
specific store. Details are below.

container Apply the name of the WASB container.

NOTE: If you are specifying different blob host and container combinations for your
extra stores, you must create a new Key Vault store. See above for details.
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2.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

blobHost Specify the blob host for the extra store.

Save your changes and restart the platform.

Generate per-container SAS token

Execute the following command at the command line to generate a SAS token for a specific container:

Set-AzureRmStorageAccount -Name 'name'
$sasToken = New-AzureStorageContainerSASToken -Permission r -ExpiryTime
(Get-Date).AddHours(2.0) -Name '<container_name>'

Configure storage protocol

You must configure the platform to use the WASBS (secure) storage protocol when accessing.

Steps:

You can apply this change through the  (recommended) or .Admin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
For more information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
Locate the following parameter and change its value   for secure access:wasbs

"webapp.storageProtocol": "wasbs",

Save your changes and restart the platform.

Enable

Steps:

You can apply this change through the  (recommended) or .Admin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
For more information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
Locate the following parameter and change its value to :true

"azure.wasb.enabled": true,

Save your changes and restart the platform.

Testing

Restart services. See .Start and Stop the Platform

After the configuration has been specified, a WASB connection appears in the Import Data page. Select it to begin
navigating through the WASB Browser for data sources.

Try running a simple job from the . For more information, see .Trifacta application Verify Operations

See .WASB Browser

NOTE: If you are specifying different blob host and container combinations for your
extra stores, you must create a new Key Vault store. See above for details.
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1.  
2.  
3.  

4.  

See .Using WASB

Upgrade for Azure Marketplace
Contents:

Before You Begin
Overview
Backup
Download software
Uninstall and install software

Uninstall old version
Upgrade components
Upgrade for Ubuntu 16.04 (Xenial)
Install new version

Start up platform
Platform Configuration

Change database ports
Reconfigure use of Key Vault for WASB access
Storage protocol wasb replaced by wasbs

Verify 
Documentation

This guide steps through the requirements and process for upgrading  from the Azure WranglerTrifacta®
Marketplace.

Please complete the instructions in this section if you are upgrading from version 5.0 of  WranglerTrifacta®
 . Enterprise

 

Before You Begin

Before you upgrade, please do the following:

Steps:

Login as an admin to the application.
From the left nav bar, select .Settings > Admin Settings
Locate the following parameter:

azure.wasb.defaultStore.sasTokenId

Store the current value for safekeeping. It must be applied again to a new parameter after upgrade.

If you are installing or upgrading a Marketplace deployment, you must use the install and
configuration materials available through the Marketplace listing. Marketplace deployments may
be updated after the product is released through other channels. Please verify that you are using
the latest available PDF content.

NOTE: These instructions apply only to  available through the Azure Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta®
Marketplace.
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1.  
2.  
3.  

4.  
5.  
6.  

1.  
2.  

3.  
a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

4.  

Overview

Upgrading your instance of  for Azure follows these basic steps: Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta

Back up the databases and configuration for your existing platform instance.
Download the latest version of  Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta
Uninstall the existing version of . Install the version you downloaded in the Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta
previous step.
Upgrade the databases.
Start up . This step automatically upgrades the configurations.  Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta
Within the application, perform required configuration updates in the upgraded instance.

Instructions for these steps are provided below. 

Backup

Before you begin, you should backup your current instance.

SSH to your current Marketplace instance.
Stop the  on your current Marketplace instance:Trifacta platform

sudo service trifacta stop

Update the backup script with a more current version.
If you have not done so already, download 5.0.0 backup script from the following location: https:/
/raw.githubusercontent.com/trifacta/trifacta-utils/release/5.0/azure/trif
acta-backup-config-and-db.sh
Example command to download the script:

curl --output trifacta-backup-config-and-db.sh \
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/trifacta/trifacta-utils/relea
se/5.0/azure/trifacta-backup-config-and-db.sh

Overwrite the downloaded script to the following location:

/opt/trifacta/bin/setup-utils/trifacta-backup-config-and-db.sh

Verify that this script is executable: 

sudo chmod 775
/opt/trifacta/bin/setup-utils/trifacta-backup-config-and-db.sh

Run the backup script:

NOTE: Below, some values are too long for a single line. Single lines that overflow to
additional lines are marked with a . The backslash should not be included if the line is used\
as input.

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/trifacta/trifacta-utils/relea
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4.  

a.  

5.  

1.  

2.  

sudo /opt/trifacta/bin/setup-utils/trifacta-backup-config-and-db.sh

 
When the script is complete, the output identifies the location of the backup. Example: opt/trifac
ta-backups/trifacta-backup-5.0.0+110.20180615100731.e4ded4d-2018121121360
1.tgz

Store the backup in a safe location. 

Download software

Download the latest version by using the command below:

wget
'https://trifactamarketplace.blob.core.windows.net/artifacts/trifacta-server-5.1.0m
5-120~xenial_amd64.deb?sr=c&si=trifacta-deploy-public-read&sig=ksMPhDkLpJYPEXnRNp4v
Ado6QQ9ulpP%2BM4Gsi/nea%2Bg%3D&sv=2016-05-31' -O
trifacta-server-5.1.0m5-120~xenial_amd64.deb

Uninstall and install software

Uninstall old version

To uninstall older version of , execute as root user the following command on the  Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta® Tri
:facta node

apt-get remove trifacta

Upgrade components

Upgrade  package:supervisor

apt-get install supervisor=3.2.4

Upgrade for Ubuntu 16.04 (Xenial)

Steps:

Stop the platform:

service trifacta stop

Install the upgraded version. Below, PostgreSQL 9.6 is installed.

https://trifactamarketplace.blob.core.windows.net/artifacts/trifacta-server-5.1.0m
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

sudo apt-get install postgresql-9.6 postgresql-server-dev-9.6
postgresql-contrib-9.6 -y

Stop PostgreSQL:

sudo systemctl stop postgresql
service stop postgresql
service postgresql stop

Upgrade the PostgreSQL 9.3 version to PostgreSQL 9.6, using the newly installed version:

sudo su - postgres -c '/usr/lib/postgresql/9.6/bin/pg_upgrade \
-b /usr/lib/postgresql/9.3/bin -B /usr/lib/postgresql/9.6/bin \
-d /var/lib/postgresql/9.3/main/ -D /var/lib/postgresql/9.6/main/ \
-O "-c config_file=/etc/postgresql/9.6/main/postgresql.conf" \
-o "-c config_file=/etc/postgresql/9.3/main/postgresql.conf"'

Remove the old version of PostgreSQL (9.3):

sudo apt-get remove postgresql-9.3 -y

Restart PostgreSQL and the platform:

service postgresql start
service trifacta start

Install new version

Install the latest version that was downloaded. Execute the following command as root:

dpkg -i <location of the 5.1 deb file>

 

Start up platform

To migrate the DBs and upgrade configs from the older version of  to the latest Wrangler EnterpriseTrifacta®
version, the platform needs to be started. To start the  on the instance:Trifacta platform

NOTE: Below, some values are too long for a single line. Single lines that overflow to additional
lines are marked with a . The backslash should not be included if the line is used as input.\
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1.  
2.  

3.  
4.  
5.  

6.  

7.  
8.  

service trifacta start

Platform Configuration

Change database ports

The database version is PostgreSQL 9.6, which uses a different port number than the previous version. You must
verify that the platform is using the appropriate port number to access the databases.

 

Steps:

Login to the .Trifacta node
Edit the following file:

/etc/postgresql/9.6/main/postgresql.conf

Locate the listed database port number. Typically, this value is .5433
Close the file.
To apply this configuration change, login as an administrator to the . Then, edit Trifacta node trifacta-c

. Some of these settings may not be available through the . For moreonf.json Admin Settings Page
information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
Locate the following parameters, which define the port numbers used by each . TheTrifacta database
values below are the defaults but may be different:

"webapp.db.port" = 5433;
...
"batch-job-runner.db.port" = 5433;
...
"scheduling-service.database.port" = 5433;
...
"time-based-trigger-service.database.port" = 5433;

The above values should be updated with the value from the  file, if they differ.postgresql.conf
Save and close the file.

Reconfigure use of Key Vault for WASB access

Beginning in Release 5.1, you can configure the platform to access WASB using configuration stored in the Trifact
, including the SAS token.a configuration

NOTE: All databases should use the same port number.

NOTE: This section applies only if you are upgrading Release 5.1 or later.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

1.  

2.  
3.  

a.  
b.  

In your pre-upgrade environment, if you enabled WASB access through a Key Vault, you must set the following
property to . This property is new in Release 5.1 and defaults to .true false

Steps:

You can apply this change through the  (recommended) or .Admin Settings Page trifacta-conf.json
For more information, see .Platform Configuration Methods
Locate and set the following property to :true

"azure.wasb.fetchSasTokensFromKeyVault": true

Locate your saved value for . Set the following property toazure.wasb.defaultStore.sasTokenId
the saved value:

"azure.wasb.defaultStore.keyVaultSasTokenSecretName"

Save your changes.

No other configuration is required to enable your previous WASB access.

 

Storage protocol wasb replaced by wasbs

Beginning in Release 5.1, the  storage protocol is no longer supported. All interactions with WASB arewasb:
managed through  at this point, using the SAS token that must be created for all environments usingwasbs:
WASB as the base storage layer.

Verify 

The upgrade is complete. To verify:

Steps:

Restart the platform:

sudo service trifacta start

Run a simple job with profiling. 
Verify that the job has successfully completed. 

In the Jobs page, locate the job results. See .Jobs Page
Click  next to the job to review the profile.View Details

NOTE: This section applies to upgrades to Release 5.1 and later.

NOTE: If you created any External Datasources for a SQL DW connection using the  protocolwasb:
before you upgraded, then you must recreate them using the  protocol in your upgraded instance.wasbs:
See .Create SQL DW Connections
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Documentation

You can access complete product documentation online and in PDF format. From within the product, select Help
.menu > Product Docs

After you have accessed the documentation, the following topics are relevant to Azure deployments. Please
review them in order.

Topic Description

Supported Deployment Scenarios for Azure Matrix of supported Azure components.

Configure for Azure Top-level configuration topic on integrating the platform with Azure.

Configure for HDInsight Review this section if you are integrating the  with a pre-existing HDI cluster.Trifacta platform

Enable ADLS Access Configuration to enable access to ADLS.

Enable WASB Access Configuration to enable access to WASB.

Configure SSO for Azure AD How to integrate the  with Azure Active Directory for Single Sign-On.Trifacta platform

Third-Party License Information
Copyright ©   2018 Trifacta Inc.

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The (MIT AND BSD-3-Clause):
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This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The 2-clause BSD License:
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This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The 3-Clause BSD License:
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This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The ASL:
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This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Amazon Redshift ODBC and JDBC
Driver License Agreement:
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com.amazon.redshift.RedshiftJDBC41

Tip: You should review this page.
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org.apache.beam.beam-model-job-management
org.apache.beam.beam-model-pipeline
org.apache.beam.beam-runners-core-construction-java
org.apache.beam.beam-runners-direct-java
org.apache.beam.beam-runners-google-cloud-dataflow-java
org.apache.beam.beam-sdks-java-core
org.apache.beam.beam-sdks-java-extensions-google-cloud-platform-core
org.apache.beam.beam-sdks-java-extensions-protobuf
org.apache.beam.beam-sdks-java-extensions-sorter
org.apache.beam.beam-sdks-java-io-google-cloud-platform
org.apache.calcite.calcite-avatica
org.apache.calcite.calcite-core
org.apache.calcite.calcite-linq4j
org.apache.commons.codec
org.apache.commons.commons-collections4
org.apache.commons.commons-compress
org.apache.commons.commons-crypto
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org.apache.commons.commons-csv
org.apache.commons.commons-dbcp2
org.apache.commons.commons-email
org.apache.commons.commons-lang3
org.apache.commons.commons-math
org.apache.commons.commons-math3
org.apache.commons.commons-pool2
org.apache.curator.curator-client
org.apache.curator.curator-framework
org.apache.curator.curator-recipes
org.apache.derby.derby
org.apache.directory.api.api-asn1-api
org.apache.directory.api.api-util
org.apache.directory.server.apacheds-i18n
org.apache.directory.server.apacheds-kerberos-codec
org.apache.hadoop.avro
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-annotations
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-auth
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-aws
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-azure
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-azure-datalake
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-client
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-common
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-hdfs
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-mapreduce-client-app
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-mapreduce-client-common
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-mapreduce-client-core
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-mapreduce-client-jobclient
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-mapreduce-client-shuffle
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-yarn-api
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-yarn-client
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-yarn-common
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-yarn-registry
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-yarn-server-common
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-yarn-server-nodemanager
org.apache.hadoop.hadoop-yarn-server-web-proxy
org.apache.htrace.htrace-core
org.apache.htrace.htrace-core4
org.apache.httpcomponents.httpmime
org.apache.ivy.ivy
org.apache.logging.log4j.log4j-1.2-api
org.apache.logging.log4j.log4j-api
org.apache.logging.log4j.log4j-core
org.apache.logging.log4j.log4j-slf4j-impl
org.apache.orc.orc-core
org.apache.orc.orc-mapreduce
org.apache.parquet.parquet-column
org.apache.parquet.parquet-common
org.apache.parquet.parquet-encoding
org.apache.parquet.parquet-format
org.apache.parquet.parquet-hadoop
org.apache.parquet.parquet-jackson
org.apache.pig.pig
org.apache.pig.pig-core-spork
org.apache.thrift.libfb303
org.apache.thrift.libthrift
org.apache.tomcat.embed.tomcat-embed-core
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org.apache.tomcat.embed.tomcat-embed-el
org.apache.tomcat.embed.tomcat-embed-websocket
org.apache.tomcat.tomcat-annotations-api
org.apache.tomcat.tomcat-jdbc
org.apache.tomcat.tomcat-juli
org.apache.xbean.xbean-asm5-shaded
org.apache.zookeeper.zookeeper
org.codehaus.jackson.jackson-core-asl
org.codehaus.jackson.jackson-mapper-asl
org.codehaus.jettison.jettison
org.datanucleus.datanucleus-api-jdo
org.datanucleus.datanucleus-core
org.datanucleus.datanucleus-rdbms
org.eclipse.jetty.jetty-client
org.eclipse.jetty.jetty-http
org.eclipse.jetty.jetty-io
org.eclipse.jetty.jetty-security
org.eclipse.jetty.jetty-server
org.eclipse.jetty.jetty-servlet
org.eclipse.jetty.jetty-util
org.fusesource.jansi.jansi
org.hibernate.hibernate-validator
org.htrace.htrace-core
org.iq80.snappy.snappy
org.jboss.jandex
org.joda.joda-convert
org.liquibase.liquibase-core
org.lz4.lz4-java
org.mortbay.jetty.jetty
org.mortbay.jetty.jetty-util
org.mybatis.mybatis
org.objenesis.objenesis
org.osgi.org.osgi.core
org.parboiled.parboiled-core
org.parboiled.parboiled-scala_2.11
org.quartz-scheduler.quartz
org.roaringbitmap.RoaringBitmap
org.sonatype.oss.oss-parent
org.sonatype.sisu.inject.cglib
org.spark-project.hive.hive-exec
org.spark-project.hive.hive-metastore
org.springframework.boot.spring-boot
org.springframework.boot.spring-boot-autoconfigure
org.springframework.boot.spring-boot-starter
org.springframework.boot.spring-boot-starter-aop
org.springframework.boot.spring-boot-starter-data-jpa
org.springframework.boot.spring-boot-starter-jdbc
org.springframework.boot.spring-boot-starter-log4j2
org.springframework.boot.spring-boot-starter-logging
org.springframework.boot.spring-boot-starter-tomcat
org.springframework.boot.spring-boot-starter-undertow
org.springframework.boot.spring-boot-starter-web
org.springframework.data.spring-data-commons
org.springframework.data.spring-data-jpa
org.springframework.retry.spring-retry
org.springframework.security.spring-security-config
org.springframework.security.spring-security-core
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org.springframework.security.spring-security-crypto
org.springframework.security.spring-security-web
org.springframework.spring-aop
org.springframework.spring-aspects
org.springframework.spring-beans
org.springframework.spring-context
org.springframework.spring-context-support
org.springframework.spring-core
org.springframework.spring-expression
org.springframework.spring-jdbc
org.springframework.spring-orm
org.springframework.spring-tx
org.springframework.spring-web
org.springframework.spring-webmvc
org.springframework.spring-websocket
org.uncommons.maths.uncommons-maths
org.xerial.snappy.snappy-java
org.yaml.snakeyaml
oro.oro
parquet
pbr
pig-0.11.1-withouthadoop-23
pig-0.12.1-mapr-noversion-withouthadoop
pig-0.14.0-core-spork
piggybank-amzn-0.3
piggybank-cdh5.0.0-beta-2-0.12.0
python-iptables
request
requests
stax.stax-api
thrift
tomcat.jasper-compiler
tomcat.jasper-runtime
xerces.xercesImpl
xml-apis.xml-apis
zipkin
zipkin-transport-http

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Apache License 2.0 + Eclipse Public
License 1.0:

spark-assembly-thinner

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Apache License Version 2:

org.mortbay.jetty.jetty-sslengine

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Apache License v2.0:

net.java.dev.jna.jna
net.java.dev.jna.jna-platform

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Apache License, version 2.0:

com.nimbusds.oauth2-oidc-sdk
org.jboss.logging.jboss-logging

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Apache Software Licenses:

org.slf4j.log4j-over-slf4j

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD license:
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antlr.antlr
asm.asm-parent
click
com.google.api.api-common
com.google.api.gax
com.google.api.gax-grpc
com.google.api.gax-httpjson
com.jcraft.jsch
com.thoughtworks.paranamer.paranamer
dk.brics.automaton.automaton
dom4j.dom4j
flask
itsdangerous
javolution.javolution
jinja2
jline.jline
markupsafe
microee
mock
numpy
org.antlr.ST4
org.antlr.antlr-runtime
org.antlr.antlr4-runtime
org.antlr.stringtemplate
org.scala-lang.jline
pandas
pluginbase
postgresql.postgresql
psutil
python-enum34
python-json-logger
scipy
strptime
websocket-stream
werkzeug
xmlenc.xmlenc
xss-filters

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD 2-Clause License:

com.github.luben.zstd-jni

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD 3-Clause:

io.grpc.grpc-all
io.grpc.grpc-okhttp
io.grpc.grpc-protobuf-nano
org.scala-lang.scala-compiler
org.scala-lang.scala-library
org.scala-lang.scala-reflect
org.scala-lang.scalap

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD 3-Clause "New" or "Revised"
License (BSD-3-Clause):

org.abego.treelayout.org.abego.treelayout.core

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD 3-Clause License:

org.antlr.antlr4
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This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD 3-clause:

org.scala-lang.modules.scala-parser-combinators_2.11
org.scala-lang.modules.scala-xml_2.11
org.scala-lang.plugins.scala-continuations-library_2.11
org.threeten.threetenbp

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD New license:

com.google.auth.google-auth-library-appengine
com.google.auth.google-auth-library-credentials
com.google.auth.google-auth-library-oauth2-http

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD or Apache License, Version 2.0:

packaging

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD-2-Clause:

node-polyglot
org.postgresql.postgresql
raven
uglify-js

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD-3-Clause:

datalib
datalib-sketch
md5
node-forge
protobufjs
qs
queue-async
sqlite3

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD-Style:

com.jsuereth.scala-arm_2.11

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD-derived (
):http://www.repoze.org/LICENSE.txt

meld3
supervisor

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD-like:

dnspython
org.scala-lang.scala-actors
org.scalamacros.quasiquotes_2.10

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD-style license:

bzip2

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Boost Software License:

asio
boost
cpp-netlib-uri
expected
jsbind
poco

http://www.repoze.org/LICENSE.txt):
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This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Bouncy Castle Licence:

org.bouncycastle.bcprov-jdk15on

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The CDDL:

javax.mail.mail
javax.mail.mailapi
javax.servlet.jsp-api
javax.servlet.jsp.jsp-api
javax.servlet.servlet-api
javax.transaction.jta
javax.xml.stream.stax-api
org.glassfish.external.management-api
org.glassfish.gmbal.gmbal-api-only
org.jboss.spec.javax.annotation.jboss-annotations-api_1.2_spec

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath
exception:

javax.annotation.javax.annotation-api
javax.jms.jms
javax.servlet.javax.servlet-api
javax.transaction.javax.transaction-api
javax.transaction.transaction-api
org.glassfish.grizzly.grizzly-framework
org.glassfish.grizzly.grizzly-http
org.glassfish.grizzly.grizzly-http-server
org.glassfish.grizzly.grizzly-http-servlet
org.glassfish.grizzly.grizzly-rcm
org.glassfish.hk2.external.aopalliance-repackaged
org.glassfish.hk2.external.javax.inject
org.glassfish.hk2.hk2-api
org.glassfish.hk2.hk2-locator
org.glassfish.hk2.hk2-utils
org.glassfish.hk2.osgi-resource-locator
org.glassfish.javax.el
org.glassfish.jersey.core.jersey-common

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The CDDL 1.1:

com.sun.jersey.contribs.jersey-guice
com.sun.jersey.jersey-client
com.sun.jersey.jersey-core
com.sun.jersey.jersey-json
com.sun.jersey.jersey-server
com.sun.xml.bind.jaxb-impl
javax.ws.rs.javax.ws.rs-api
javax.xml.bind.jaxb-api
org.jvnet.mimepull.mimepull

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The CDDL/GPLv2+CE:

com.sun.mail.javax.mail

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The CERN:

colt.colt

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND
DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0:
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javax.activation.activation
javax.annotation.jsr250-api

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Doug Crockford's license that allows
this module to be used for Good but not for Evil:

jsmin

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Dual License:

python-dateutil

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Eclipse Distribution License (EDL),
Version 1.0:

org.hibernate.javax.persistence.hibernate-jpa-2.1-api

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Eclipse Public License:

com.github.oshi.oshi-core

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Eclipse Public License - v 1.0:

org.aspectj.aspectjweaver

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0:

com.mchange.mchange-commons-java

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The GNU General Public License v2.0
only, with Classpath exception:

org.jboss.spec.javax.servlet.jboss-servlet-api_3.1_spec
org.jboss.spec.javax.websocket.jboss-websocket-api_1.1_spec

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The GNU LGPL:

nose

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The GNU Lesser General Public License:

ch.qos.logback.logback-classic
ch.qos.logback.logback-core
org.hibernate.common.hibernate-commons-annotations
org.hibernate.hibernate-core
org.hibernate.hibernate-entitymanager

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The GNU Lesser General Public License
Version 2.1, February 1999:

org.jgrapht.jgrapht-core

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The GNU Lesser General Public License,
Version 2.1:

com.fasterxml.jackson.core.jackson-annotations
com.fasterxml.jackson.core.jackson-core
com.fasterxml.jackson.core.jackson-databind
com.mchange.c3p0

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The GNU Lesser Public License:

com.google.code.findbugs.annotations

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Google Cloud Software License:

com.google.cloud.google-cloud-core
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com.google.cloud.google-cloud-core-grpc
com.google.cloud.google-cloud-core-http
com.google.cloud.google-cloud-spanner
com.google.cloud.google-cloud-storage

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The ICU License:

icu

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The ISC:

browserify-sign
iconify
inherits
lru-cache
request-promise
request-promise-native
requests-kerberos
rimraf
sax
semver
split-ca

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The LGPL:

com.sun.jna.jna

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The LGPL 2.1:

org.codehaus.jackson.jackson-jaxrs
org.codehaus.jackson.jackson-xc
org.javassist.javassist
xmlhttprequest

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The LGPLv3 or later:

com.github.fge.json-schema-core
com.github.fge.json-schema-validator

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The MIT license:

amplitude-js
analytics-node
appdirs
args4j.args4j
async
avsc
backbone
backbone-forms
basic-auth
bcrypt
bluebird
body-parser
browser-filesaver
buffer-crc32
bufferedstream
busboy
byline
bytes
chai
chalk
cli-table
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clipboard
codemirror
colors
com.github.tommyettinger.blazingchain
com.microsoft.azure.adal4j
com.microsoft.azure.azure-data-lake-store-sdk
com.microsoft.sqlserver.mssql-jdbc
combined-stream
commander
compression
consul
cookie
cookie-parser
cookie-session
cronstrue
crypto-browserify
csrf
csurf
definitely
eventEmitter
express
express-params
express-zip
forever
form-data
fs-extra
function-rate-limit
future
fuzzy
generic-pool
google-auto-auth
iconv-lite
int24
is-my-json-valid
jade
jq
jquery
jquery-serializeobject
jquery.ba-serializeobject
jquery.event.drag
jquery.form
jquery.ui
json-stable-stringify
jsonfile
jsonschema
jszip
keygrip
keysim
knex
less-middleware
libxl
lodash
lunr
matic
memcached
method-override
minilog
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mkdirp
moment
moment-jdateformatparser
moment-timezone
mongoose
morgan
morgan-json
mysql
net.logstash.logback.logstash-logback-encoder
net.razorvine.pyrolite
netifaces
nock
nodemailer
opentracing
org.slf4j.jcl-over-slf4j
org.slf4j.jul-to-slf4j
org.slf4j.slf4j-api
org.slf4j.slf4j-log4j12
org.slf4j.slf4j-simple
pace
passport
passport-azure-ad
passport-http
passport-local
passport-strategy
password-validator
pegjs
pg
pg-hstore
pip
promise-retry
prop-types
punycode
py-cpuinfo
pyparsing
python-crfsuite
python-six
pytz
query-string
querystring
randexp
rapidjson
react
react-day-picker
react-dom
react-modal
react-select
react-table
react-virtualized
recursive-readdir
redefine
requestretry
require-jade
require-json
retry
retry-as-promised
rotating-file-stream
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safe-json-stringify
sequelize
setuptools
simplejson
singledispatch
six
slick.core
slick.grid
slick.headerbuttons
slick.headerbuttons.css
slick.rowselectionmodel
snappy
split-pane
sql
stream-meter
supertest
tar-fs
temp
to-case
tv4
umzug
underscore.string
unicode-length
universal-analytics
urijs
uritools
url
user-agent-parser
uuid
wheel
winston
winston-daily-rotate-file
ws
yargs
zxcvbn

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The MIT License; BSD 3-clause License:

antlr4-cpp-runtime

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The MIT license:

org.codehaus.mojo.animal-sniffer-annotations

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The MIT/X11 license:

optimist

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The MPL 2.0 or EPL 1.0:

com.h2database.h2

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The MPL-2.0:

certifi

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Microsoft Software License:

com.microsoft.sqlserver.sqljdbc4

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Mozilla Public License, Version 2.0:

org.mozilla.rhino
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This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The New BSD License:

asm.asm
backbone-queryparams
bloomfilter
com.esotericsoftware.kryo-shaded
com.esotericsoftware.minlog
com.googlecode.protobuf-java-format.protobuf-java-format
d3
domReady
double-conversion
gflags
glog
gperftools
gtest
org.antlr.antlr-master
org.codehaus.janino.commons-compiler
org.codehaus.janino.janino
org.hamcrest.hamcrest-core
pcre
protobuf
re2
require-text
sha1
termcolor
topojson
triflow
vega
websocketpp

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The New BSD license:

com.google.protobuf.nano.protobuf-javanano

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Oracle Technology Network License:

com.oracle.ojdbc6

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The PSF:

futures
heap

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The PSF license:

functools32
python

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The PSF or ZPL:

wsgiref

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Proprietary:

com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYcassandra
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYdb2
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYgreenplum
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYhive
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYinformix
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYmongodb
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYmysql
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYopenedgewp
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com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYoracle
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYpostgresql
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYredshift
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYrightnow
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYsforce
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYsparksql
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYsqlserver
com.trifacta.connect.trifacta-TYsybase

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Public Domain:

aopalliance.aopalliance
org.jboss.xnio.xnio-api
org.jboss.xnio.xnio-nio
org.tukaani.xz
protobuf-to-dict
pycrypto
simple-xml-writer

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Public domain:

net.iharder.base64

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Python Software Foundation License:

argparse
backports-abc
backports.ssl-match-hostname
ipaddress
python-setuptools

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Tableau Binary Code License
Agreement:

com.tableausoftware.common.tableaucommon
com.tableausoftware.extract.tableauextract

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Apache License, Version 2.0:

com.google.cloud.bigtable.bigtable-client-core
com.google.cloud.bigtable.bigtable-protos
com.google.cloud.datastore.datastore-v1-proto-client
com.google.cloud.datastore.datastore-v1-protos
com.google.instrumentation.instrumentation-api
io.opencensus.opencensus-api
io.opencensus.opencensus-contrib-grpc-metrics
io.opencensus.opencensus-contrib-grpc-util
io.opencensus.opencensus-contrib-http-util
org.spark-project.spark.unused
software.amazon.ion.ion-java

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The BSD 3-Clause License:

org.fusesource.leveldbjni.leveldbjni-all

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The GNU General Public License, Version
2:

mysql.mysql-connector-java

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The JSON License:

org.json.json
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This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The MIT License (MIT):

com.microsoft.azure.azure
com.microsoft.azure.azure-annotations
com.microsoft.azure.azure-client-authentication
com.microsoft.azure.azure-client-runtime
com.microsoft.azure.azure-keyvault
com.microsoft.azure.azure-keyvault-webkey
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-appservice
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-batch
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-cdn
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-compute
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-containerinstance
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-containerregistry
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-cosmosdb
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-dns
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-graph-rbac
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-keyvault
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-network
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-redis
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-resources
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-search
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-servicebus
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-sql
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-storage
com.microsoft.azure.azure-mgmt-trafficmanager
com.microsoft.rest.client-runtime

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The MIT License: 
:http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

probableparsing
usaddress

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The New BSD License:

net.sf.py4j.py4j
org.jodd.jodd-core

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Unicode/ICU License:

com.ibm.icu.icu4j

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The Unlicense:

moment-range
stream-buffers

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The WTFPL:

org.reflections.reflections

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The 
:http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

tornado

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The new BSD:

scikit-learn

This product also includes the following libraries which are covered by The zlib License:

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php:
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0:
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zlib
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